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Foreword

Foreword By Jed Herne

What’s the difference between a successful student and an

unsuccessful one?

Good looks? Being seven foot tall? Having natural intelligence?

All those things might help, but for me, none of them is the

biggest factor.

For me, the difference is this:

Unsuccessful students think their skills arefixed. They have afixed

mindset.

Successful students think their skills can grow. They have a

growth mindset.

As Henry Ford said: “whether you think you can or whether you

think you can’t, you’re right.”

I won’t sugar-coat it: talent helps. But while talent might lead

at half-time, hard (and smart) work wins at the final siren.

This isn’t an empty pep talk by a teacher or a parent. I’m a young

person, like you, andwhen Iwas at school, I saw tons of students

(myself included) lift their game, boost their grades, and do far
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better than anyone expected. All because they believed they

could – and because they put in the work to make that dream a

reality.

Out of anyone I know, David Castelanelli embodies this idea of a

growthmindset.

In his early school years, hewas falling asleep inmaths tests and

scraping alongwith barely passing grades. But after committing

to improving himself, he graduated with a 98.9 ATAR, placing

him in the top 2% of the state.

I first met David through the John Curtin Undergraduate Schol-

arship. This is Curtin University’s most prestigious scholarship,

and we were among the fortunate students who won it in 2016.

Now, I’m not saying this to brag. I’m saying this to show you

what’s possible. David went from averaging 65% to winning

a highly competitive scholarship, all within a few years. He

believed he could grow, and he took the steps necessary to do it.

Most people would’ve been satisfied with that. Not David.

Shortly after winning the scholarship, he created his own

business (whichhas sincehelped thousands of students improve

themselves), wonmore awards, and even studied at Harvard –

and that’s only a tiny selectionof hismany achievements. To top

it off, he’s a genuinely nice guywho loves to help others. David’s

dedicated to continual improvement, and it’s so inspiring to

watch his journey. And that journey is just beginning, because

he’s done all this at the age of 22!

Plenty of students can score high grades, but not all of them
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are good at teaching others to do the same. David is. He’s

an incredible communicator – with international speaking

experience – and a master of researching and synthesising

information, then boiling it down to the most useful, practical

components.

Most importantly, he didn’t get where he is because of talent.

He got there because he believed he could grow and because he

put in the work. That means he knows how to help struggling

students, because he was one.

And now he’s done something which is slightly mind-boggling

to me. He’s written a book – this book, in fact. And this book

has his roadmap for achieving success at school. I’ve read this

book (multiple times), and even I learned something new. It’s

astonishing tome how lucky you are to be reading this. This guy

has studied at Harvard, spoken overseas, and could literally be

doing anything he sets his mind to – and he’s dedicated himself

to creating the single best guide for studying in the modern age.

Struggle with procrastination? This book will help. Never have

enough time to do what you want? This book is the solution.

Even if you’re happy with your grades, you’ll find strategies

that will take school – and your life – to the next level.

Even if he wasn’t one of my best friends, I’d still whole-

heartedly recommend this book to anyonewhowants to improve

at school. In high school, this guide would’ve helped me

immensely. I know it will do the same for you.

One last thing before you get into the book. Remember the start
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of this foreword: will you choose to have a fixed mindset and

think your abilities are set by your genetics? Or will you adopt a

growthmindset (the samemindset that helped David achieve

his success) and explore these pages with an openmind and a

willingness to learn? I highly recommend you do the latter.

Now read the book, take notes, and enjoy seeing your grades

improve!

- Jed Herne

99.4 ATAR graduate, author of Across the Broken Stars, and cre-

ator ofThe ATARBlueprint, which provides online courses to help

high school students ace ATAR English and ATAR Literature.
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Student Praise for Study Secrets

“This book completely shifted my study perspective. It’s really

refreshing to read a book written by a young and relatable author

who knows what is useful for amodern teenager. I would strongly

recommend this to all my fellow students.” - JASMINE

“David is legit. Genuine is one word to describe this book. There

were no filters and he got straight to the point. I highly encourage

all students to read this book - nomatter what level of study you are

at.” - SOPHIA

“This book was the solution to all my study problems.” - COOPER

“This book helped me to finally stop procrastinating. I achieved

better grades almost immediately.” - ZACK

“I would definitely recommend Study Secrets to other students. I

learnt a lot more than I thought I would.” - SEBASTIAN

“Study Secrets puts all the pieces together in an interesting and
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informative way” - JAKE

“Study Secrets taught me what I was doing wrong. Now I’m doing a

lot better.” -MONIQUE

“This book actually motivated me to use my time better and

improve my grades. It has been a huge help, especially during

Year 12!” - MICHELLE

“Extremely useful information from an engaging and relatable

author. This book was both entertaining and beneficial. I would

highly recommend this to all students looking to improve their

grades” - SAFFRON
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Introduc on

‘Schools are 19th century institutions,

Using 20th century buildings,

To teach 21st century students,

And we wonder why we struggle to connect’

-Mark McCrindle

We have a problem.

Well, actually … we have two big problems.

1. Firstly, as students, we go to school for the first 15 years of

our lives but are never taughtHOW to study best.

2. Secondly, almost every ‘study skills’ book that has ever

been written is OUTDATED, DIFFICULT to understand, or

downright BORING for the 21st century student.

This is a modern study skills book written by a modern Gen Z

student.

My name is David Castelanelli and I am 22 years old. I am not a

teacher. I am not a professor. I am not some random academic

expert.

I am a modern student who lives in a modern world, like you.
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I am also one of Australia’s leading success coaches for young

people. Through my live speaking and online courses, I have

helped over 10,000 students make positive improvements to

their lives.

I wrote this book to help my fellow students solve the problems

above. I learned these solutions the hard way. This book aims

to make your journey much easier.

My journey with study skills started when I was in Year 10. I was

tired of being stressed at school, handing in assignments late,

and pulling all-nighters to study for tests.

My standard routine of coffee, study, and Snapchat until 2am

every night was getting me nowhere. In fact, it often led me to

falling asleep during class and even falling asleep in a maths

test. It’s a bit embarrassing when the teacher has to wake you

up in front of all of your friends … twice. In the same test.

I alwaysworked hard and tried to stay focused, but I didn’t know

how to study properly. It wasn’t my fault though, right? You

never get taught how to study at school. Sure, you get told you

have to study (you may have heard this once or eighty times),

but you never get told how.

It’s almost as if schools expect you to know this before you start.

When I asked teachers forhelp, theygave the standard responses

of ‘try harder,’ do ‘more homework,’ and ‘study more’. One

math teacher even recommended that Imake a rap to remember

my algebra equations. This not only led to me failing my test,
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but it also ensured that I was picked on for the remainder of the

year. A real win-win situation.

Whilst these suggestions were fair, I struggled to believe them.

How could I have friends who studied way less thanme, yet still

did better in their tests?

I knew that working harder and longer wasn’t the answer. I

needed to work smarter.

When I was in Year 10, I averaged 65% across my subjects.

By the time I finished Year 12, I had increased my average to

90%.

I finished high school with an ATAR (Australian Tertiary Admis-

sion Rank) score of 98.9. It put me in the top 2% of students in

Australia.

After high school, I received the John Curtin Undergraduate

Scholarship (JCUS) into Curtin University and became dedicated

to improvingmyself. I eventually joined the Vice Chancellor’s

list, making it into the top 1% of students at my university.

After continued effort and improvement over three years, I

achieved one of my lifelong goals: studying leadership at

Harvard University.

If you thinkmy results changed due to natural talent, a streak

of good luck, or because of an amazing rap song, you would

be wrong. I didn’t have access to the best tutors, and I wasn’t

particularly gifted like some of my classmates.
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However, what I did have, was a strong will to improve my

grades.

So, I bet you’re wondering HOW? What happened to get you

from 65% in Year 10 to Harvard?

Well, a lot happened. I’ve put it all together in this book for you.

It’s also important to note that this book is not just about how

I transformed my life. It contains the leading strategies and

techniques used by today’s top students. In writing this book,

I drew on data and surveys that were conducted with over 100

of the top students in our school programs in Australia. More

specifically, Iwas looking for studentswhoexperienced adrastic

improvement in their grades – just like I had.

I wanted to know if we could help other students turn their

grades around and increase their marks by 10-15%within just a

few short weeks. And the answer is yes.

Over the last five years, from the age of 17 to 22, I have taught
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these strategies to students all over Australia through face to

face workshops and live presentations. I have travelled to the

United States multiple times and to Hong Kong and Singapore

to also help international students achieve higher grades. I have

presented to audiences as big as 2,500 students and visited up

to 15 schools in a week to deliver speeches.

Now, for the first time, I’ve taken all the best study strategies

and techniques and put them in this book. Every student should

have the chance to improve their grades. Your study level should

not be dependent on your school, your teachers or even your

parents. Your ability to get better grades should be up to YOU.

It should be a choice you get to make. That’s exactly what this

book does: it gives the power to you.

If you read this book and implement my secrets, you can expect

to achieve:

• An immediate boost with your grades.

• A continued increase in grades over the long term.

• A huge reduction in stress and anxiety at school and home.

• Higher chances of receiving a scholarship or acceptance into

elite programs.

• Increased amount of career opportunities and better

lifestyle.

I know this because I’ve taught these secrets to students since

2016 as a youth success coach. I have seen students boost their

grades from 60% to 75%, from 75% to 85% and from 90% to

95% by following the secrets in this book.
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In saying that, this book willNOT:

1. Bore you with old knowledge– If you’ve heard of SMART

goals or the Pomodoro Technique, that’s amazing, but

we’re not dealing with concepts from the 1980s. We’re

looking for techniques that will help students in a 2020

post-coronavirus world. I know that you’ve come here

looking for the most up to date concepts, not the type of

content that your teachers have told you for the last 10

years.

2. Confuse you with academic jargon – Most study skill

books are long and confusing (I know this all too well

because I’ve read most of the top books on the subject).

In this book, we’re keeping it clear, simple, and straight to

the point.

3. Sugar-coat the content – I will tell you the truth. And

yes – sometimes the truth hurts, so have tissues nearby

(especially for our chapter on procrastination).

To make this book easier to follow, it’s divided into two parts.

The first half focuses on ourmodern study secrets which we

must develop before moving on to part two. The second half

teaches exam and test secrets that will help us easily improve

our grades.

Ourmodern study secretswill focus on:

• Secret 1: Entering a Whole NewWorld

• Secret 2: Unlocking the Focus Zone

• Secret 3: Setting Up for Success

• Secret 4: Modern TimeManagement
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• Secret 5: Procrastination Annihilation

• Secret 6: Sleeping Smartly

Our exam and test secretswill focus on:

• Secret 7: Preparing for Tests and Exams

• Secret 8: Top Study Techniques

• Secret 9: Acing the Exam/Test

• Secret 10: Finding Your Why

You will also find an additional resource and a ‘next steps’

section at the back to help you apply these secrets further.

Whilst this book was written in onemonth, the wisdom shared

tookme over four years to learn.

I wrote this book as if I was writing it to a younger version of

myself: a younger David who fell asleep in maths tests and had

no idea how to study. This book would have drastically helped

me when I was in high school and even when I was in university.

For that reason, I know it can help you, too.

I hope you enjoy reading this book as much as I enjoyed writing

it for you.

David

- Perth, Western Australia, May 2020
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30 Day Study Secrets Challenge

“Don’t talk about it. Be about it”

-David Goggins (Former NAVY Seal & Ultramarathon Runner)

One of the first questions that students have when they start

reading Study Secrets is ‘what actions should I take first?’. This

book is packed with so much helpful information that it can be

difficult to know where to start.

A student who can read, but doesn’t act upon their reading, is

really the same as a student who never reads at all. Acting upon

the secrets you learn is the only way to change your grades.

To avoid inaction and ensure that you truly reach the grades

you want, I have created the 30-Day Study Secrets Challenge to

guide and inspire you. This step by step guidewill light a smooth

path towards higher grades and help you achieve your academic

goals in a shorter space of time.

The purpose of the 30 Day challenge is to use the Study Secrets

framework to increase your test marks by a minimum of

10%-15% after you complete the challenge.

If you are truly serious about getting better grades and youwant

to join a community of likeminded studentswhohave completed
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the challenge, I would love for you to join us.

When you finish the 30 day challenge, you will also receive

an online certificate which you can use for future scholarship,

university and job applications. This will give you a huge

advantage over other students.

You can start the challenge right now and complete it as you

read the book!

Join me and over 100 other students who are currently taking

part in the challenge.

To access the 30 Day Study Secrets Challenge, simply head to

the following link:

bit.ly/3gel8OJ

If you already have the challenge, I would recommend starting

from day one today. You’re only four short weeks away from

higher grades.
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1

Secret #1: Entering a Whole New

World

Tik Tok. Instagram. Fortnite. Fidget Spinners. Airpods.

What do these all have in common?

Whether you like them or not, they are all products of a new

generation – our generation – Gen Z. One of the biggest sim-

ilarities you and I share is that we were born into perhaps the

most interesting generation in human history. Apart from the

weird fidget spinner phase, it seems that we have taken a big

step forward with technology.

Gen Z, also known as the iGeneration, includes all students born

between the years 1995-2010. If you’re reading this book, it’s

highly likely that you fall between the ages of 10 and 25 – which

makes you part of our family (McCrindle Research). I was born in

1998, makingme one of the early Gen Z students.

First and foremost, we are not ‘millennials.’ If your teacher
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STUDY SECRETS

tries to call you this, kindly tell them they are wrong. This is a

term that refers to the generation before us, called Gen Y (born

1980-1994).

Unlike millennials, Gen Z have been raised in a world where

social media has almost felt compulsory. Our average atten-

tion span is shorter than previous generations, estimated to

currently be at 8 seconds (down from the 12 secondsMillennials

had). Perhaps this is why we have taken a liking to the quick

video features of Tik Tok (15 seconds), as well as Snapchat

and Instagram stories (10 seconds). It is estimated that our

generation spends an average of 3 hours on social media each

and every day. If we keep that up, it looks like over 10% of our

entire lifewill be spent on socialmedia (99 Firms Research Paper).

Inmy jobasa speaker, I am luckyenough toworkwith thousands

of students around the world. During a presentation last year, I

met a 15-year-old student who had spent 112 hours on Twitch

(basically YouTube for gamers) in the last 10 days. That’s an

incredible 11.2 hours per day. He left the audience completely

shocked. To put that in perspective, the average student spends

7 hours at school a day. This guy was spending more time on

twitch than time at school!

As a generation, our favourite apps include Instagram, YouTube,

Snapchat and Tik Tok. Personally, I used to be a huge fan of
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SECRET #1: ENTERING AWHOLE NEWWORLD

Snapchat, you know … before Instagram got stories andmade it

a ghost town (RIP snapchat). Snapchat is where I used to speak

with my friends and even where I was first left on seen by my

first crush … (I’m still waiting for her to reply).

Along with all these changes, Gen Z brings the biggest divide

betweengenerations inhumanhistory. Thismeans thatwewere

raised in a world that was insanely different to our parents and

grandparents.

Our grandparents were distracted by the radio and our parents

were distracted by the television – but neither of their distrac-

tions could fit in your pocket and connect to the internet. It

makes it somuch harder to stay focused when we are constantly

connected to one another.

What is perhaps most interesting of all – is that despite all

of these CHANGES to the outside world, schools and study

techniques have not been updated much at all. In fact, most

study skill books preach the same message now that they

preached twenty years ago. I know this because I read most

of these books in the lead up to writing this one.

How can we expect old study methods to work in a new world?

We can’t.

That’s why I wrote this book.

Putting old study methods into a modern student’s head is like

trying to put petrol into a Tesla. It doesn’t work.
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STUDY SECRETS

Ironically, in an age where ElonMusk is trying to get us to Mars,

we are still using the same study strategies that Neil Armstrong

probably learnt before he went to the moon in 1969.

If we want to succeed in the modern world, we must learn

modern study skills.

The following chapters will teach you the most up to date study

techniques available to Gen Z students. Have an open mind

as you read these strategies, for some of will challenge your

thinking and your current habits.

Also, at some point in the future, I expect that our younger

friends in Generation Alpha (born 2010-2025) will also pick

up this book. I hope that this book will also be a great stepping

stone for you and your future.

Now without further ado, lets unlock your focus zone.
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2

Secret #2: Unlocking The Focus Zone

Birth By Fire

Here’s a question that you probably didn’t expect:

Is fire good or bad?

Fire can be horrible. We know it can destroy buildings, forests,

and peoples’ livelihoods. Particularly in my home country of

Australia, I’ve seen how deadly fire can be.

On the other hand, fire lets us boil water, making it clean and

safe. Fire cooks food, keeps us warm, and provides light during

the darkest nights.

In reality, fire can be both good and bad – depending on how

you use it.

Socially Suspicious
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STUDY SECRETS

So what about social media and technology?

Is social media good or bad?

Mostparents, teachers andgrandparentswill probably say social

media is horrible. They’ll tell you it’s a huge source of online

bullying, that it distracts you, wastes your time, and is unsafe.

However, social media allows us to connect with our friends all

over the world, find funny content, and build an online brand

that could lead us to exciting jobs and other opportunities.

In reality, social media can be good or bad – depending on how

you use it.

Before we look at the focus zone, let’s quickly look at howmuch

time you’re currently spending on social media.

Social Check Point

When I was in Year 9, a new app was released, and almost every

Year 9 at my school downloaded it within a few days.

This app was new. It was bright and it was fun.

This app was also engineered to destroy our productivity and

study habits. It was designed so that you had no choice but to

respond straight away to your friends, or else risk forgetting

your conversation.
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SECRET #2: UNLOCKING THE FOCUS ZONE

Many Year 9 boys tried to shoot their shot via this app, only to be

left on seen (not a personal story) (I swear I’ve moved on now).

This app was Snapchat.

In Year 9, I spent over 20 hours a week on Snapchat alone. To

put that in perspective, most school days go from 8:30am-3pm

(6.5 hours). I was spending almost 3 full school days a week on

Snapchat.

I was more addicted than you could possibly believe. Many

late nights were spent in front of the bright blue light of my

screen trying to manage about ten different conversations at

the same time.

Streaks were my life.

It seemed that the higher my snap score went, the lower my

grades would go.

Before we begin, we need to know where you are currently at.

We need to know how much time you’re currently spending

on social media and which apps are the most tempting for you

personally.

To find out, please follow the instructions below:

(I also recommend showing this to your parents, siblings and

friends to compare your usage with theirs)

For iPhone Users…

1. Head to ‘Settings’ on your phone.
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STUDY SECRETS

2. Click on ‘Screen Time’.

3. Observe howmuch time you have spent on each app.

4. Note down the amount of time youhave spent on yourmost

used app.

5. Screenshot your current screen time.

For Android Users…

1. Head to ‘Settings’ on your phone.

2. Click on ‘Device Care’.

3. Tap ‘battery’ down the bottom.

4. Observe howmuch time you have spent on each app.

5. Note down the amount of time youhave spent on yourmost

used app.

6. Screenshot your current screen time.
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SECRET #2: UNLOCKING THE FOCUS ZONE

Once you have completed these instructions, it’s time for you to

discover what brought my Snapchat addiction to an end. Back

when I was in Year 9 this concept didn’t have a name – but now,

it does. It’s time to discover Secret #2: Unlocking The Focus Zone.

Secret #2: Unlocking The Focus Zone

“You get what you focus on”.

-Tom Bilyeu (entrepreneur and motivational speaker)

In 2015, Professor Gloria Mark – and her team at the University

of California Irvine – stumbled upon a concept that would

change our lives forever. They discovered a phenomenon which
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STUDY SECRETS

has become known as the focus zone.

The focus zone is defined as a ‘state of flow’ where the brain

becomes more productive andmore creative.

The focus zone allows us to study for less time and get higher

grades. Yes, you read that right! Less study time and higher

grades!

The focus zone takes approximately 23 minutes to reach and

exists in all walks of life – not just the study arena. It exists in

sports, work, performing and even in our conversations with

friends and family. For example, you will often notice that

professional basketball players complete their final warm up

approximately 20-25minutes before the game starts, to prime

their body and get into a state of focus.

Not only have I used the focus zone in my life, but I’ve also

taught this to thousands of high school and university students

since 2016. For many students, applying the focus zone can

boost their grades by an immediate 10%.

There is only one problemwith the focus zone: it’s incredibly

fragile.

Distraction destroys our focus zone. For Gen Z students, this

means that our phones can become our worst enemies.

To understandmore about the focus zone, let’s use a common

scenario. Let’s assume you are studying for a big upcoming

science test. You’re sitting at the desk where you usually study
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SECRET #2: UNLOCKING THE FOCUS ZONE

with your phone next to you. After studying for 20minutes (and

you are close to reaching your focus zone), your phone vibrates.

You look over and see a Snapchat from your crush. Of course,

you instantly respond. Depending on what angles and filters

you use, your response could take you up to 45 seconds.

Most students would argue that they only lost 45 seconds to

respond to that Snapchat. I even personally used this argument

the first time I heard about the focus zone.

However, that’s not true. Every time you break the focus zone,

it automatically resets – which means your 45 second Snapchat

experience has now actually set you back 45 seconds + 23

minutes. You have to start all over again.

Of course, our phones are not our only distraction that can pull

us out of our focus zone, but for our generation, they seem to be

the biggest problem.

‘Study Hard, Social Hard’

Here’s the truth.

Time is limited.

I don’t have time to waste and neither do you. On top of this, I

think we both want to do exciting and fun things throughout

our life. We don’t want to be studying 24/7/365. To achieve this,

we have to learn how to ‘study hard, social hard.’

At some point in our lives, we’ve all probably come across this

saying:
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STUDY SECRETS

‘Work hard. Play hard.’

This common saying suggests that if we work hard enough, we

should complete ourworkwithin a shorter period of time, giving

us extra free time to do the things we enjoy.

I would like to rephrase this saying for the purpose of this book

and suggest that you aim to ‘Study hard. Social hard.’

To use this strategy, all you have to follow are two rules:

1. Don’t use social media when you are studying.

2. Likewise, don’t study when you are using social media.

Keep your social media time and study completely separate. In

2018, I was workingwith a group of 30 Year 11 students at aWest

Australian school who were struggling to not use social media

whilst studying. Most students said they would study for an

average of 2 hours per night, so I gave them my ‘study hard,

social hard’ instructions.

Instead of spending two hours a night doing both, I challenged

them to:

1. Spend 1 hour on study each night (no distractions – no

phone).

2. Spend 1 hour on socialmedia each night (no study allowed).

So, what was the result 7 days later?

Even though students were spending half their usual time

studying, the majority of them reported that they felt way more
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SECRET #2: UNLOCKING THE FOCUS ZONE

productive, got more study done, and ironically didn’t even

spend the full hour on social media. In fact, most students

reduced their social media time significantly.

The reason for this is switching between study and social media

breaks our focus zone and causes a hidden ‘SWITCHING COST.’

A switching cost is the price you pay (in terms of minutes or

hours) because you have to break focus and concentrate on

something new. As students, we often underestimate just how

much productive time we lose due to switching between things.

By this point, many students tend to ask questions about music

during study. We will be addressing this topic in detail within

the next chapter on ‘Setting Up for Success.’

Distractive Multitasking

It turns out, I’m not the only one that has caught on to this

phenomenon. In 2018, the University of Illinois-Chicago did

a study on students and found that ‘distractive multitasking’

(AKA. breaking the focus zone) was directly linked with LOWER

grades and POORER academic performance amongst students.

University of Georgetown Professor, Cal Newport, also wrote

about a similar concept in his best-selling book, Deep Work,

where he suggested that people with ‘Fragmented Attention’

could experience a permanent reduction in their ability to

concentrate. In other words, if you don’t practice using your

focus zone, you could permanently lose concentration and focus

ability.
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Therefore, the way to get better grades isn’t to outwork your

previous self: it’s to OUTFOCUS your previous self.

The Addictive Side of Social Media

Social media companies are partly to blame for our lack of focus.

Every app is designed to make you spend more time on it and

forget about the world around you.

Many of our favourite apps such as Snapchat, Instagram, and

YouTube incorporatepsychological techniquesused inLasVegas

gambling machines to make us more addicted.

Mark Zuckerberg even admitted to hiring ‘attention engineers’

at Facebook to make the appmore addicting for people. If the

app is more addictive, you look at the screen longer. If you look

at the screen longer, the app can show more ads. If you see

more ads, the app makes more money. And that is why Mark

Zuckerberg is not tight for cash, my friends.

Here are the techniques these apps use to make you more

addicted:

1. FOMO: The Fear of Missing Out – social media companies

try to make us feel like we’re missing out if we don’t check their

app every single hour for updates. In reality, whether you check

social media now– or in 60minutes when you finish your study

–won’t make a huge difference to your social life (but will make

a huge difference to your grades).
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2. Infinite Scrolling – Have I been scrolling for 2 minutes or

20minutes? That’s often a question I ask myself. App features

such as ‘Instagram Explore’ and the ‘Tik Tok For You Page’

are designed to make us scroll forever. What’s worse is when

we refresh the page, then BAM: there’s new content targeted

specifically for you. YouTube’s ‘suggested video’ feature is also

a quick way to lose time (I know from personal experience).

3. Targeted Content and Ads – Social media is so addictive

because it adapts to target YOU specifically. It is the chameleon

of distractions, changing as you search and click on different

things. It is deeply personal and targets your private insecurities.

For example, if you google ‘how to study better,’ you can almost

guarantee you’ll be getting Facebook ads about study skills by

the end of the day. Last year, I was even talking to a friend about

cat food for someunknown reason. I don’t have a cat and I didn’t

even google ‘cats’ or ‘cat food.’ However, later that night I had

ads for cat food on Instagram and Facebook. Siri must be a very

good listener…

Loss of control

Here’s an interesting question. Are you in control of your phone

or is your phone in control of you?

Whilst many students think they are in control of their lives,

the vast majority of us are controlled by our phones. If you

respond to every notification within minutes and cannot stand

the thought of being away from your phone for more than one

hour, then your phone is in control of you. Many of us have

become slaves to our own devices, checking them constantly
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(even when we know we have no new notifications).

How can I regain control? (Protecting Your Focus Zone)

The following strategies and techniques are designed to help

you in your fight back against social media. It’s time to protect

your focus zone and regain control. We’re not about to let an

$800 phone beat you in your battle for better grades.

These strategies are based on feedback received from the top

one hundred students who took part in our ‘Peak Performance

Program’ from 2018 to the start of 2020. These students come

from over twenty different schools in Western Australia. Whilst

their values and beliefs may differ, their strategies are similar.

FromMOST to LEAST effective, here are our top strategies.

1) THE SHUFFLE STRATEGY – Rearrange your phone’s home

screen. This strategy is simple and is the king of focus zone

protection. Take your most addictive social media apps (Tik

Tok, Snapchat, YouTube, Instagram) andmove them to the 3rd

screen of your phone. If you don’t have a 3rd screen, create

one specifically for your social media apps. Place these all in

one folder and call them something that will trigger you. For

example, most students label this folder as ‘Distractions’ or

‘Study Hard. Social Hard’. This strategy works because every

time you use your apps you’ll be reminded of your focus zone.

Students also found that they are less likely to go into the apps

when they are studying.
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2) DOWNLOAD A SOCIAL BLOCKING APP – The truth is that I

don’t always trustmyself when it comes to socialmedia. If I told

you I was going to stay off social media while I study today, the

chances ofme actually doing that are pretty low. But that’s okay

– because I have apps that can help. Throughout my research,

I’ve tried to find the most effective apps. Whilst I was able to

find a few great ‘free’ options for students, I have also included

some very affordable apps in this list ($2-$3) as I think they’re

worth the investment.

Flipd App– Free for both Android and iPhone users, Flipd is the

daddy of all social media blocking apps. This bad boy allows you

to block specific apps for a specific amount of time (for example,

block Snapchat and YouTube for 60minutes while you study).

Flipd also allows you to track the amount of time you’ve spent

focusing and allows you to compare your time with friends. You

can create a group together and work with one another to stay

focused.

Forest App– Forest is one of the world’s top productivity apps

that helps you beat socialmedia addiction and reduce your social

media usage. The app allows you to plant a ‘virtual tree’ which

grows as you are in your focus zone studying. If you leave the

forest app to respond to other messages, your tree dies. Forest

can be used in groups as well, meaning you can do this with
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your friends and work together. The app is free on Android and

currently costs $3 for iPhoneusers. Inmyopinion, it is definitely

worth it as it is the highest rated productivity app.

Freedom App– Similar to Flipd, this app allows you to block any

apps on your phone for a specific amount of time. Freedom

basically allows you to become your own mum or dad. For

example, if Snapchat is your biggest problem, you can tell

Freedom to block Snapchat for the next 60 minutes and you

won’t beable toaccess it at all. Freedomisusedby topcompanies

such as Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Harvard. You can begin

with a free trial and then pay only $2.50 a month if you like it.

Additional Web Blocking Tool – For Laptop and Computer

Browsing

Cold Turkey - This browser blocking tool allows you to block

specific websites for a specific time limit. Cold Turkey pride

themselves on being the ‘ultimate’ site blocking tool that is

impossible to cheat. Thisweb app also allows you to block games

and apps on your computer. Cold Turkey is free for Windows

andMac users.

3) TURN OFF and BATCH YOUR NON-URGENT NOTIFICA-

TIONS–One very simple way to reduce your unnecessary social

media usage is to turn off notifications for your non-urgent

apps. We would consider non-urgent apps to be apps such as

Snapchat, Instagram, Tik Tok, YouTube etc. Basically, apps

where no emergencies are usually involved. I would recommend
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you always keep notifications on from your parents and siblings

in case of an emergency.

Rather than checking your phone every fiveminutes, batching

means you check your phone every thirty minutes or every hour

instead. This allows you to have productive time in between

instead of experiencing ‘fragmented attention.’

4) OLD-SCHOOL– If none of these methods work for you and

you still don’t trust yourself, you’re going to have to go old-

school to protect your focus zone. That means handing your

phone in to your parents, friends, or siblings (voluntarily) for a

specific amount of time whilst you study. Drastic times call for

drastic measures.

Other Distractions

Whilst our phones and social media were the hot topic of this

chapter, it’s also important to note that there are some other

distractions that can threaten our focus zone.

1. Other People–Mum, Dad, Siblings, Friends: Whilst these

people are generally trying to help, it’s important to talk

about the focus zone. Makeyourparents and siblings aware

of the fact that you don’t want to be disturbed for the next

40, 60 or 90minutes. Let them know that you are happy

to chat once you have finished your work. Some students

like to message their family ‘group chat’ to let them know

they are about to study and don’t want to be disturbed for

the next hour. Easier said than done. Last year, when I
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presented on the focus zone to anumber of Year 12 students

at anAustralian school, I jokingly suggested tomake ahuge

sign and put it on your door to let your family know you’re

in the focus zone. Amazingly, many students used this

strategy and later told me that it was very effective.

2. Pets - The sign won’t work for these guys. I love my dog,

but I also love the perks of the focus zone. If you have pets,

make sure they are not in the roomwith you (fish are fine)

to distract you during your important study time.

Chapter Summary

Social Media

·Like fire, social media can be good or bad. It all depends on

how you use it.

Social Check Point

·Follow the instructions to see howmuch time you have spent

on your top apps.

The Focus Zone

·Is a state of flow where the brain is more productive and

creative.

·Takes approximately 23 minutes to reach.

·Allows us to study for less time and achieve higher grades.

·Is incredibly fragile and easily broken by distractions.

Study Hard, Social Hard

·Don’t use social media when you are studying.

·Don’t try and study when you are using social media.
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·Switching back and forth creates a hidden ‘switching cost’; a

price you pay for breaking your concentration.

Distractive Multitasking

·Is directly correlated with lower grades and poorer academic

performance.

·Results in ‘fragmented attention’ and potentially a perma-

nent reduction in concentration and focus.

·To win, don’t outwork your competition. Outfocus your

competition.

Addictive Side of Social Media

Social media is highly addictive due to:

1. FOMO (the fear of missing out).

2. Infinite scrolling.

3. Targeted content and ads.

Protect your focus zone through:

1. The shuffle strategy.

2. Downloading a social blocking app.

3. Turning off and batching notifications.

4. Going old school.

Other distractions that can break our focus include other people

and pets.

Chapter Checklist

• Check and screenshot your current socialmedia usage times
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(using screen time on iPhone or device care on Android).

• Use the shuffle strategy –move your most addictive apps

to the 3rd screen of your phone and create a separate folder

for them.

• Download at least one social media blocking app and test it

– Flipd, Forest, or Freedom.

• Turn off notifications for non-urgent apps. If this is too

difficult, start with just one app for today and work your

way up.

• Discuss the focus zone with your parents and siblings so

they are aware of why you don’t want to be disturbed when

studying.
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Secret #3: Se ng Up for Success

Almost every student around the world wants to know the

answer to these 3 questions:

1. Where should I study?

2. When should I study?

3. How long should I study for?

I thought the answers would be very different for each student,

but I was wrong. When we asked these questions to the top

students in our high-performance programs, the answers were

very similar. By contrast, poor performing students had almost

the exact opposite answer.

This shows these factors can have a significant impact on your

performance.

It turns out, my Year 9 self wasn’t following a lot of these

principles. Maybe that’s why I was struggling to achieve even

65% at school. If I was giving advice to a younger David, this is
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what I would tell him.

1) Where should I study?

• In ISOLATION: top students understand that the focus zone

is incredibly important. Studying with friends or in groups

of people was commonly associated with lower grades and

poorer performance. Studying in groups can be helpful

for problem solving subjects such as math and science.

However, it shouldn’t be the majority of your study.

• SWITCH YOUR LOCATION: this is one of the best ways to

beat procrastination and keep your brain engaged. Top

performing students will often switch locations during the

week between different rooms in their house, different

places in the library, cafes, bookshops etc. This will keep

your brain more interested and reduce boredom. I often

switch between studying atmy local library, uni library, and

our office at home to keep it interesting.

• WHERE OTHERS AREWORKING: being near other people

who are also working or studying can drastically improve

your focus andmotivation to study. This is not a suggestion

to work in groups with your close friends all the time, but I

do suggest studying near other people who are focused and

working. For example, working from a local library where

you don’t really knowanyone can be helpful. It allows you to

remain isolated but also engagedwith people around. Coffee

shops or libraries can be great places to be productive.

2) When should I study?
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• As EARLY as possible: most high performing students had a

common habit of starting their homework or study very

early in the afternoon after they had arrived home and

had an afternoon break. For majority of students, this

meant starting study or homework around 4:00pm-4:30pm

latest. For students who were heavily involved with extra-

curricular activities after school, most of them started

studying by 7:00pm-7:30pm latest, and avoid studying

beyond 10pm at night.

• AVOID late night study: many students believe they study

better very late at night (10pm– 2am). However, the data

does not back this assumption. There are a number of

traps associated with late night study that make students

believe they are being productive when they really aren’t.

After 10pm, our normal focus and concentration levels

start to decline very quickly (even for teenagers who are

drinking Red Bulls and coffee). Students who stay up later

are also more likely to be sleep deprived and be more easily

distracted by social media.

Red Cordial and Coffee

I used to have a routine.

It was a very bad routine (please don’t judge me, we all make

mistakes).

Back in high school, I believed that late night study was the best

way to study. When I say late, I’m talking 11pm to 4am in the

morning. There’s something about the mysteriousness of the
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night and time pressure of doing an assignment the night before

that used to excite me.

Around 11pm, I used to drink a cup of strong coffee (loaded

with caffeine) and then also drink a cup of red cordial. For my

international friends who are not familiar with Cottee’s Red

Cordial – it is essentially a flavoured syrup drink or squash that

contains more sugar than your body knows what to do with.

For some reason, it is only red cordial that has developed a

reputation for making people slightly hyper.

To use the term ‘red cordial’ in a sentence, we might say

something like: the mother refused to give her toddler red cordial

because she valued her sanity.

I never mixed the drinks together, but I always had my coffee

and red cordial to ‘get me energized.’ Whilst I thought I was

studying like an absolute legend during the darkest hours of the

night, I wasmore like a sugar high toddlerwho could barely read

three sentences without twitching.

Inhindsight, Iwas self-sabotagingmyself by ruininganychance

of a focus zone and also ensuring sleep deprivation. Once I

started my study earlier in the afternoons, I felt much better

andmy grades started to improve.

3) How long should I study for?

• Anywhere between 50 – 70 MINUTES at a time; the top

performing students ranged their study time anywhere

between 50 to 70minutes, with most suggesting that one
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hour was a good time to study for before taking a break.

• BUT what about the Pomodoro Technique? For those

students who are not familiar with this, the Pomodoro

Technique is an alternative study technique that suggests

studying for 25 minutes and then taking a 5-minute break

before starting again. This technique may be useful for

students who struggle to focus, however, it does destroy

any chance of reaching a proper focus zone.

Taking Breaks

Part of being a strong student is understanding how important

it is to take a break.

New York Times Bestselling Author, Daniel H. Pink, says that

taking a break is not a sign of weakness, but a sign of strength.

In WHEN: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing (2018), he

encourages people to learn how to ‘pause like a pro.’

Taking a break gives us somany incredible benefits. However,

the wrong type of break can add stress and destroy your produc-

tivity.

Some of the main scientific benefits of taking a proper break

include:

• Improvedmemory retention.

• Improved decision-making ability.

• Increased focus and concentration.

• Increased creativity.
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All of these benefits are very useful in helping us improve our

grades.

So, the question now is: how do you take a break?

1. Take anACTIVE break. Themain purpose behind a break is

to literally ‘break’ your concentration so that you can come

back stronger. In order to achieve that, it is often best to

do something completely opposite of what you were just

doing. So if you were sitting down studying for 60minutes,

the best thing to do now is get up and get somemovement

in.

2. SOCIAL breaks work wonders. Since study is best done in

isolation, we should aim to do the complete opposite on

our break. Talking to a family member or a friend during

your break time will help take your mind off of study for a

little while.

3. Going OUTSIDE is ideal. Again, since most study tends to

be done inside, going outside will increase your energy and

improve your concentration when you return.

4. ANY break is better than no break.

A recent study from the University of Illinois Chicago showed

that frequent breaks allows for greater focus and concentration.

The study recommends that breaks should be taken for 5-15

minutes every 60 minutes. Every 2-4 hours, students should

also take a longer break (30-60 minutes) to eat or engage in

other activities.

I personally like to work in 60-minute blocks and take a 5-15

minute break every hour. I schedulemy breaks intomy calendar
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at the start of every day and usually use a mix of:

• Going for a quick walk to the park down the street (10-15

minutes).

• Eating a snack and drinking water (5 mins).

• Listening to loud and upbeat pump up music (10-15 min-

utes).

• Watching an interesting YouTube video (10-15 minutes).

The Great Music Debate

In the last four years, I have presented on the focus zone and

study skills in over 100 different schools in Australia. If there’s

one question that people love to ask (and rightly so) it’s ‘can I

listen to music while I study?’

Funnily enough, it’s the exact question I asked when I heard

about the focus zone.

The answer is: it depends. It depends on what type of work

and study you’re doing. Are you doing high intensity study

(memorisation, recalling, flash cards) or are you doing low

intensity study (writing notes, doing homework)?

To simplify themusic argument,we can classifymusic into three

areas:

1. Music (with singing/lyrics).

2. Instrumental Music (no singing/no lyrics).

3. Ambient Sounds (Also known as white or pink noise).
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When you are completing low intensity study, you can listen to

any type of music as long as it’s continuous on a playlist. If you

are constantly stopping to change songs on Spotify or YouTube,

you will constantly break your focus zone and sabotage yourself.

A focus zone can still be achieved whilst listening to music and

doing low intensity work.

In fact, to make it easier for you, I included a list of the top five

Spotify study playlists below:

1. Instrumental Study.

2. Intense Studying.

3. Deep Focus.

4. Study Zone.

5. Movie Scores Study (featuring instrumental songs from

your favourite movies).

Another music option that is available to you during low in-

tensity study are ambient sounds. Ambient sounds refer to

‘background noise’ from a specific scene or location. For

example, the sound of rain, traffic, birds, wind, coffee shops,

etc.

If you like ambient sounds, I recommend the following apps:
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1. Atmosphere– Rated 4.8 out of 5-stars, this free app allows

you to enjoy some of the most relaxing sounds in different

environments. Atmosphere also allows you to use binaural

beats and isochronic tones to stimulate yourmind, improve

creativity and reduce stress. I really like Atmosphere

because you can also mix different sounds together.

2. Coffitivity – If you love the sound of background chatter

then this free appmight help you stay more alert. Coffitiv-

ity provides you with the sound of background coffee shop

chatter from all over the world. Some students even like to

play this whilst listening to music at the same time.

When completing high intensity study, the general rule is to

have nomusic at all. This is becausememorisation and recalling

techniques require a huge amount of brain power. Plus, if you

memorise a concept while listening to a song, youmay find it

hard to recall that concept in a test, because in a test you will be

missing the ‘memory trigger’ effect of the song.

Chapter Summary

Where should I study?

• In isolation: study alone to utilise the focus zone.
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• Switching locations: reduce boredomby changing locations.

• Where others are working: work near people who are also

working.

When should I study?

• Early: early afternoon straight after school is ideal

(4pm-4:30pm).

• Avoid late night study: after 10pm concentration and focus

tend to fade.

How long should I study for?

• Anywhere between 50-70minutes at a time.

• The Pomodoro Technique breaks the focus zone, however,

it may be helpful for students who struggle to concentrate

for longer periods of time.

Taking Breaks

• Taking a break is a sign of strength, not weakness.

• Taking a break provides many benefits, including improved

memory retention and decision-making ability, increased

focus, increased concentration, andmore creativity.

How To Take A Break

1. Take an active break.

2. Social breaks work wonders.

3. Going outside is ideal.

4. Any break is better than no break.
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Listening to music

Music can be classified into three areas:

1. Music (with singing).

2. Instrumental Music (no singing).

3. Ambient Sounds (Also known as white or pink noise) –

recommended apps are Atmosphere and Coffitivity.

For low intensity study, you can listen to anymusic.

See the recommendedplaylists on Spotify for an entire playlist

of study songs.

For high intensity study, it’s best to have complete silence.

Chapter Checklist

1. Determine your study locations–what are 2 or 3 key places

you can study from and switch between if need be? (they

can even be different rooms in the same house/building).

2. Determine your study time – what time will you ideally

study for each night if this was a perfect world and you

could choose?

3. How long do you plan to study for? What amount of time

will work best for you?

4. What does your ideal break look like? How long will you

break for in between your study?

5. Do you plan to listen to music during your study? Search

for the relevant playlists on Spotify such as instrumental

studying and intense studying. Download either Atmosphere

or Coffitivity if you’d like to incorporate ambient sounds

into your study routine.
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Secret #4: Modern Time Management

Fake Study – a waste of time:

“It’s not the amount of hours you work, but rather, the amount of

work you do in those hours that truly counts.”

-Sam Ewing

The goal of this book is to help you achieve higher grades – not

to encourage you to study for longer. We can’t create more time.

You don’t have time to give up for more study and neither do

I. We’ve got social lives to maintain, video games to play, and

friends to see.

In fact, the main goal of this book is to reduce the amount of

time you spend studying, whilst still allowing you to getmore

done and achieve higher grades.

You and I have very limited time. Therefore, we don’t want to

waste it.
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Yet, somehow, we still manage to throw our time away …

Fake Study

You’ve heard of fake news. Now, let me introduce you to fake

study. I used to be amaster of fake study and should probably

have a degree in it.

Fake study (also known as pseudo study) is defined as ‘study

thatmakes you look or feel productive, but isn’t actually helping

you increase your grades verymuch.’ Fake studymakes you look

busy, but is horribly unproductive.

Many students like to engage in fake study to keep their parents

or teachers happy.

For example, if my teacher would circle the class and come

behind my laptop, I would be focused on my work. However,

if they were in front of me, then coolmathgames.com often

seemed waymore interesting. I mean … technically it’s maths,

right?

Some students engage in fake study without even knowing it.

Instead of trying to trick their parents or teachers, they are

tricking themselves into thinking they are being productive

(when really they are doing pointless tasks).

For example, some of the most common fake study tasks

include:
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1. Highlighting and colour coordinating notes for hours.

2. Spending hours creating flash cards that you never use.

3. Repeating super easy practice questions and avoiding

difficult questions.

4. Redoing previous homework and trying to count this as

‘study.’

5. Reading notes over and over again – without actually

memorising them properly.

6. Answering emails when you should be memorising.

It is important for us to understand that there is a clear differ-

ence between being busy and being productive.

And there is a clear difference between fake study and real study.

Many people turn to fake study because it is easier than real

productive study. It is much easier to do easy practice questions

than it is to do hard practice questions. It is much easier to

colour coordinate your notes for three hours than to actually

memorise a page of notes.

In fact, many students who have part-time jobs also engage

in fake work (pseudo-work). In a recent program, I asked

students what they do to ‘look busy’ at work. Students working

at supermarkets said theywould shift the stock (food) around for

no reason other than to look ‘busy’ whilst fast food employees

said they would sweep the floor even though the store was

sparkling clean. Pointless tasks that made them look busy

in front of their managers (even though, deep down, it was

pointless).
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To help you conquer fake study, you will need to know the

difference between critical and general tasks so that you can

call yourself out when you start to get slack.

Critical vs. General Tasks

When it comes to study, there are two types of tasks wemust be

aware of.

There are:

1) Critical Tasks.

AND

2) General Tasks.

Say hello to your new best friend – his name is Critical Tasks.

Like all good friends, critical tasks is not going to lie to you, he

is going to be very honest. His brutal honesty will sometimes

upset you, but in the long run, you’ll be better off because he

told you the truth. You will get higher grades if you stay close to

him.

Critical tasks are vital to our goals – which in this case is to get

better grades.

Examples of critical tasks include:

1. Memorising notes through the memory recall method

(explained in Part 2 of this book).
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2. Practicing difficult and challenging practice questions.

3. Finding out which teacher wrote your test (Big advantage!

I’ll explain this later).

4. Doing previous tests and exams under time pressure.

Critical tasks are not pretty and not easy. They are challenging

and intense.

However, they are worth it. Critical tasks areHIGH INTENSITY.

This means they give you huge results, quickly.

On the other hand, general tasks are LOW INTENSITY. They

are easy and will give you weak results. General tasks are not

essential to improving your grades and simply make you look

busy with no real substance. They are similar to the fake study

examples that we just spoke about.

• Critical Tasks = HIGH intensity.

• General Tasks = LOW intensity.

The Intensity Equation

Intensity of Task (multiplied by) Time = Result

For example, if you are studying at an intensity level of 9 for 3

hours (9 multiplied by 3 = 27). The study preparation you get

will be similar to if you worked at an intensity level of 3 for 9

hours (3 multiplied by 9 =27).

Diving deeper into this example, I could spend 3 hours doing
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high level memorisation techniques, OR I could spend 9 hours

reading my notes over and over again.

Doing the critical tasks is harder, but it means you just saved 6

hours. 6 more hours that you now have to enjoy yourself.

Study hard, social hard.

PLANNING and ORGANISATION

“If you fail to plan, you’re planning to fail.”

-Benjamin Franklin

Oh no, it’s time to talk about planning and organisation – two

of your favourite things (I know).

So many of us fail to plan as students. Perhaps it’s because the

student life is so unpredictable or because we think planning

takes so long. To reduce these problems, I’m going to outline a

simple andmodern system that will allow you to stay on top of

and stay AHEAD of your study.

Here are the 4 things we need our study planning system to do:

1. Be easy to use.

2. Take less than 5-10minutes a day.

3. Have the ability to easily change (due to the unpredictable

nature of study).

4. Be a system that can be taken anywhere and used at

anytime.
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With that in mind, let’s keep it simple.

For our planning system, you are only going to need two small

things:

1. An Online Calendar.

2. A ‘To-Do’ List (preferably online).

If youmust, you aremore thanwelcome to use a hard copy diary

or handwritten calendar. It will achieve the main goal of our

planning, but it does come with an entire list of added problems

that online calendars don’t have.

For example:

1. They are easily lost.

2. They can easily be damaged.

3. They cannot be shared with other people easily.

4. They are often heavy to carry around.

5. They are not with you all the time.

6. It is messy to change your plans/schedules when they are

handwritten.

I don’t like throwing shade at the hard copy diary, but there

is a bit of a 2001 feel to it. Stop untangling your headphones

and upgrade to the airpods, my friend. Unlike airpods, online

calendars are also a cheaper option too – the grass really is

greener on this side of the fence.

On top of this, once you leave school, you’ll often be expected

(by your employer) to be using an online calendar in your grad
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job. So wemight as well get a head start now!

Online Calendar Options

Many students have the option to use their own online calendar

and class portal that their school or university provides. How-

ever, I find a lot of these systems outdated and limited. Here

is a list of the best online calendars for students. All of these

calendars also allow you tomake online ‘to-do’ listswithin their

own platform–whichmeans you can do everything in one place

and you only need one app.

And better yet – they are all FREE!

1) My Study Life (Online Student Calendar)

• Straight up, this online calendar does everything.

• My Study Life allows you to schedule in all your classes,

homework, assignments, tests and exams.

• It also allowsyou to create tasks and todo lists (whichmeans

you won’t need a separate to-do list: it’s all in one place).

• You can set yourself reminders and notifications.

• It seamlessly syncs across all platforms and devices (phone,

computer, tablet).
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• Can be accessed ‘offline’ and automatically updates when

your internet reconnects.

2) iStudiez Pro

• iStudiez Pro does almost the exact same things as ‘My Study

Life’; it just features a different layout.

• It allows you to schedule in all your classes, homework,

assignments, tests, and exams.

• It also allowsyou to create tasks and todo lists (whichmeans

you won’t need a separate to do list: it’s all in one place).

• You can set yourself reminders and notifications.

• It seamlessly syncs across all platforms and devices (phone,

computer, tablet).

3) Google Calendar

• This calendar may be better suited for university or college

students who have a lot more flexibility in terms of struc-

turing their entire day.

• Google Calendar syncs between all devices seamlessly.

• It allows you to create ‘to-do’ lists, tasks, events and even

set reminders (whichmeans you won’t need a separate to

do list: it’s all in one place).

• It is easily shareable and allows you to organise meetings

with other people.

If you’re using one of the above calendar systems, you won’t

need a separate ‘to-do’ list app, since the calendars provide you

with the ability to make a ‘to-do’ list already.
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Online ‘To Do’ List Options

This list is for studentswho choose to use a hard copy diary or an

online system that doesn’t allow them to have a to-do list. The

above recommendations all have this function built in already.

Again, all of these apps are free.

1) Asana

• Asana allows you to manage all of your to-do tasks in one

place and categorise them for different subjects.

• You can assign reminders to yourself and even put a com-

pletion date on your task.

• Asana is fantastic for working in teams and allows you to

assign tasks to friends (great for group assignments and

projects).

• Asana was the first productivity app that I ever used and I

have found it incredibly helpful for staying on top of tasks,

particularly when working in a group assignment. I no

longer use Asana due to Google Calendar’s ability to do all

my tasks, reminders, and schedule in one place.

2) Todoist
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• Todoist is similar to Asana and allows you to manage all of

your ‘to-do’ tasks in one place.

• Todoist has a clean design and is simple to use.

• Todoist also allows you to share tasks and projects with

others.

3) Microsoft To Do

• As an in-built feature on Windows computers, Microsoft

To-Do is a very simple and straightforward to-do system.

• It allows you to set due dates on tasks and group tasks into

different subjects/categories.

• This system is not as powerful at Asana or Todoist.

Once you have chosen an online calendar (and potentially a ‘to-

do’ app), it’s time to look at how this systemworks.

How the systemworks

1. Each day, write all of your tasks (homework, study, assign-

ments etc) into your online ‘To-Do’ list.

2. Assign each of those tasks an estimated ‘completion time’

(ie. English Homework – 40minutes or Math Study – 60

minutes).

3. Schedule the tasks into your online calendar with their

associated time block.

4. Follow your calendar and complete the tasks.

5. Tick the tasks off on your ‘to-do’ list once permanently

complete.

This system will take you a maximum of 10 minutes each day
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and will ensure that you are staying AHEAD of all your work. It

will also ensure that you don’t miss any tasks. The best time to

plan is in the afternoons when you get home from school and

before you start doing homework or studying.

Other benefits of this system:

1. You can share your calendar with others and invite them

to events.

2. You will never lose your calendar.

3. You can access your calendar anywhere at any time just

using your phone.

4. It takes you 5-10 minutes a day to do.

5. It allows for any unknown pop ups that might interrupt

your schedule.

EXAMPLE

OnMonday 4th May 2020, Emily went to school for the start of

Term 2. On her first day back, Emily completed step 1 and wrote

down the following ‘to-do’ tasks into her online system:

• English – Read the first 2 chapters of English book.

• Math – Questions 1-12 on page 34 of the textbook.

• Science – Start preparing for test next week.

Once Emily returns home from school, Emily completes step

(2) and assigns an estimated completion time to each and every

task.
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• English – Read the first 2 chapters of English book / Esti-

mation = 30mins.

• Math – Questions 1-12 on page 34 of the textbook / Estima-

tion = 45mins.

• Science – Start preparing for test next week / Estimation =

30mins.

Once Emily has estimated the completion time, she now com-

pletes step (3) which is to input all her tasks into her online

calendar for that afternoon. In this case, she has used Google

Calendar which allows her to colour coordinate her schedule.

Emily’s calendar shows that she will have completed all her

tasks by 6:15pm. If she follows this, she would have completed

step 4.

Lastly, once Emily has finished these tasks, she will complete

step 5 and tick off permanently completed tasks. In this case,

she would tick off her English andMath homework, but leave

her Science test preparation on the list until the test is complete.

What if the task goes longer than expected?
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Firstly, this is very common. Do not panic.

We, as students, tend to predict the ‘best case scenario’ with

estimated times of completion. This is known asHofstadter’s

Law. The law states that tasks will generally take longer than

we expect them to.

For example, Emily thought her English would take 30 minutes,

but it might actually take her 45minutes. Luckily, because she

is using an online calendar, she can quickly edit her schedule

and factor in the extra time.

The next time Emily has to read 2 chapters for English, she

can factor in the need for extra time. The more you practice,

the more accurate you will become with estimating the time.

This is why it’s so important to always provide yourself with an

estimated completion time, even if it’s just a short task, because

every time you do this, your planning abilities will improve.

Sunday Planning

When it comes to timemanagement, Sunday is the holy day of

planning and organisation.

Planning on a Sunday will allow you to get a head start on your

upcoming week and finish any tasks that are still needing to be

done.

Tasks to complete on a Sunday include:

• Ensuring all documents are saved in organised files (no
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documents left randomly on your desktop).

• Responding to and clearing all emails.

• Responding to and clearing all messages.

• Looking at the week ahead and preparing anything needed.

Chapter Summary

Fake Study

• Also known as pseudo study, is defined as study that ‘makes

you look or feel productive, but isn’t actually helping you

much.’

• Makes you feel busy, but won’t make you productive.

Two types of tasks

1. Critical – vital to the achievement of your goals. High

intensity in nature.

2. General – non-vital to achieving your goals. Low intensity

in nature.

Intensity Equation: Intensity of Task (multiplied by) Time =

Result

Planning and Organisation

Our planning system uses two small tools, being:

1. An Online Calendar.

2. A ‘To-Do’ List (preferably online).
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Online calendar options include ‘My Study Life’, ‘iStudiez Pro’

and ‘Google Calendar.’

Online ‘to-do’ list options include ‘Asana’, ‘Todoist’ and ‘Mi-

crosoft To Do.’

System Summary

1. Each day, write all of your tasks (homework, study, assign-

ments etc) into your online ‘To-Do’ list.

2. Assign each of those tasks an estimated ‘completion time’

(ie. English Homework – 40minutes andMath Study – 60

minutes).

3. Schedule the tasks into your online calendar with their

allocated time block.

4. Follow your calendar and complete the tasks.

5. Tick the tasks off on your ‘to-do’ list once permanently

complete.

Hofstadter’s Law states that tasks will often take longer than

expected.

Use the Sunday planning method to get a head start on your

week.

Chapter Checklist 1 – Fake Study

1. Are you guilty of doing fake study? Make a list of the time-

wasting activities you do to look busy so that we can avoid

these.
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2. Make a list of the most critical tasks you need to complete

to achieve your goals.

Chapter Checklist 2 – Planning and Organisation

1. Choose an online calendar or calendar/diary system you’d

like to use.

2. Choose a ‘to-do’ system if not provided by your calendar.

3. Write out all your current tasks and assign them an es-

timated completion time before moving on to the next

chapter of this book.

4. Book these tasks into your calendar and complete them.

5. Tick the tasks off once permanently complete.

6. Continue this process each day.
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Secret #5: Procras na on Annihila on

The 2 Types of Pain

“If it was easy, everybody would do it.”

– Eric Thomas

There are two types of pain in life.

Either you choose the pain of discipline (1).

Or, you choose the pain of regret (2).

For most students who read this book, I know that you (like me)

have chosen the pain of discipline. You have chosen to better

yourself daily and push yourself by making improvements. It’s

not always fun, but in the end, it’s worth it for the amazing

marks you achieve, the scholarships you can obtain, and the life

you can build for yourself with higher grades.

For others, they will choose the pain of regret. They will run

from their current challenges and discomfort, hoping that one

day everything will magically change (spoiler alert – it won’t).
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When they finally realise that they missed their opportunity, all

these students will be left with is a sour taste in their mouth

from the pain of regret. They will regret the fact that they didn’t

study, that they stayed on Tik Tok until 2am every night and

that they didn’t take the opportunity they had with both hands.

Welcome to Reality

Procrastination is the ‘action of delaying or postponing some-

thing.’ Unfortunately, it is something every studentmust battle.

The reality is, no one actually ever feels like doing massive

assignments, homework, or exam study. Havingmet thousands

of students, I’ve never met anyone who was racing home super

excited to do homework every day. (Wow somuch fun!).

When I asked our top students how they beat procrastination,

many said they hadn’t. They made comments like ‘I wish’ and

‘Is that a joke?’ I realised students averaging 60% and students

averaging 90% both had to fight procrastination. The 90%

students were just better at managing it.

The harsh reality is, we can’t beat procrastination and get rid of

it for good. But we canmanage it more effectively.

The Procrastination Law

As long as you procrastinate LESS than your competition, you

will win.
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It is a known fact that everyone procrastinates to some extent.

As long as you procrastinate less than the person sitting beside

you in the test, you are generally going to come out on top.

My Personal Procrastination

Procrastination was always a big problem for me. Like most

students, I dreaded the idea of long study sessions and boring

homework. I found that my biggest problemwas simply getting

started. I was lacking the initial motivation.

That all changed for me one night when ironically, I was

procrastinating …

I was on YouTubewatching random videos when I came across a

suggested video called ‘How Bad Do YouWant It? (Success).’ It

was a video by a motivational speaker named Eric Thomas and

it had been going viral. The video only went for five minutes,

but it got me so inspired andmotivated that I jumped back into

my assignment and finished it that night. You can actually still

view this video on YouTube today – it has over 46million views.

From then on, I decided to watch motivational videos every

afternoon to hype me up before study. It only took 10-15

minutes, but it always mademe study hard and study early so I

wasn’t wasting precious time.

Although this strategy doesn’t work for everyone, it worked for

me. I still use it to this day – even whilst I was writing this book

and this very chapter. Nowadays, I also switch it up by listening
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tomotivational SoundCloudplaylists too. I like to goonanactive

walk before I work or during my breaks and listen to the playlist

at the same time.

I’ve sharedmy personal motivational playlist on SoundCloud.

You can use this to beat procrastination and find inspiration.

+ BONUS RESOURCE: The ‘Beat Procrastination Playlist’ +

To access my personal ‘Beat Procrastination Playlist’ for free,

please head to the following bit link:

bit.ly/2X7v59D

Allow yourself to listen for 15 minutes maximum. Don’t allow

the playlist itself to distract you from your important work.

Common Forms of Procrastination

Some of the most common procrastination activities include:

-Going on social media (particularly YouTube suggested

videos or Instagram Explore).

-Watching Netflix.

-Gaming.

-Eating.

-Cooking.

-Cleaning.

-Sleeping or napping.
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Please also note that many of these tasks are also general low

intensity tasks that make you feel busy.

Managing Procrastination

The following are a list of tangible strategies that you can use

next time you find yourself procrastinating. These are the

secrets that top students use to keep themselves on track when

they feel themselves starting to slip:

1) Change the scenery: As discussed in Chapter 3, procras-

tination is linked with boredom. To keep yourself engaged

and interested, try switching your study location up regularly.

Moving to a new room or location can give you the kick of

inspiration that can get you back on track.

For example, if you usually study at home – try staying back at

the school library for a few hours or visit your local community

library where you won’t be distracted and will be surrounded by

people who are also being productive. You can also try studying

in a different room of your house.

2) Record your progress (Progress Journal or ‘To Do’ Lists):

When we procrastinate, we tend to make up excuses in our head

and then convince ourselves that we can’t do it. When you have

to write your excuses down in a progress journal, it suddenly

becomes a lot clearer how silly and ridiculous they can be. If you

are using a ‘to-do’ list from Chapter 4, this can also be another

way to track your progress. Things become a lot clearer when

you see themwritten down.
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3) Perspective Check and Gratitude: This is one of my

favourites. If you find yourself being lazy and procrastinating,

quickly remind yourself of how lucky you are to be in your

position and to have the things you have (family, friends,

education). This perspective check allows students to snap

out of an entitled or privileged mindset and remember the

incredible opportunity they have right now.

4) The Accountability Partner: In this scenario, you assign

someone as your strict ‘accountability partner.’ Their job is

to check in with you (usually daily) to ensure that you are

completing your study and any other tasks you set out to do (for

example, fitness training, eating habits, sleeping habits etc).

If you have failed to complete your tasks, you will usually set

yourself a ‘consequence’ for your lack of action. This can include

things like having to pay your partner $5 or $10 for every hour

you procrastinate (a price consequence) or voluntarily losing

access to something (a sacrifice consequence) like social media,

games, or your phone for a period of time.

Sub story: I used the accountability buddy concept when I was

waking up every morning at 2:30am (for the Mark Wahlberg

Challenge). I agreed to pay $50 to my accountability partner for

every hour after 2:30am that I slept in. One morning, I slept in

until 4am and had to pay her $100. Let’s just say – I didn’t screw

up again. More on this later in the book.

5)Understand YourWhy: Take amoment to remind yourself of

why you decided to study and commit to better grades. So often,

we get caught up in the negative side of the world and forget the

positive reasons why we started to study in the first place. I am
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going to help you discover yourwhy in our final chapter.

Chapter Summary

The 2 Types of Pain

1.Pain of discipline.

2.Pain of regret.

Procrastination

The ‘action of delaying or postponing something.’

It can’t be defeated fully – procrastination can only be man-

aged.

The Procrastination Law

As long as you procrastinate LESS than your competition, you

will win.

Managing Procrastination

1. Change the scenery.

2. Record your progress (progress journal or ‘to do’ lists).

3. Perspective check and gratitude.

4. The accountability partner.

5. Remind yourself of secret #1 – your why.

6. Bonus – Beat Procrastination Playlist.

Chapter Checklist

1. What kind of things do you do to procrastinate? What

should you be looking out for as a sign that you are wasting
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time?

2. What methods are you going to use to manage your pro-

crastination?

3. Will you set up a price pact and accountability partner

relationship? If so, message your accountability partner

now and ask them if they’d be happy to help before you

start the next chapter
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Secret #6: Sleeping Smartly

Most students have no issues going to bed.

Going to bed is fine.

Going to sleep though – now that’s a problem.

I don’t knowabout you, butwhen I used to say Iwas going to bed,

that generally meant I was going to spend somewhere between

1-2 hours watching YouTube videos, responding to messages

and scrolling through Instagram before my phone either ran

out of charge or fell on my face.

Sometimes, I got so tired that I would fall asleep and dropmy

phone at the same time – hittingme in the head and wakingme

up again.

Other times, my phone would be so low on battery that I would

nearly break my neck and back stretching to use it whilst it’s

plugged into the charger.

Whichever way you want to look at it, it wasn’t healthy for
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me and was destroyingmy ability to focus throughout the day.

Maybe you’ve experienced something similar.

33%

It’s recommended that we sleep for 33% of our entire life.

With sleep taking up such a huge portion of our time, it’s only

right that we dedicate an entire chapter to it. The quality of

our sleep is also known to have a huge impact on our academic

performance. Sleep and studying go hand in hand. If we want to

improve our grades, we have to improve our sleep patterns.

Much like clocks keep the time, our bodies have their own

internal clock called the circadian rhythm. Our circadian rhythm

allows our body to naturally release a hormone calledmelatonin

which is whatmakes us feel tired at night. Melatonin’s release is

actually delayed in teenagers whichmeans that teenagers tend

to feel tired later at night (Sleep Health Foundation).

In relation to our later bedtime, it is estimated that over 90%

of teenagers and young adults do not get enough sleep. This

type of sleep deprivation can cause all types of study problems,

including:

• Low levels of motivation.

• Low levels of attention, focus and concentration.

• Poor problem-solving abilities.

• Increased irritability and confusion.

• And worst of all – reducedmemory capacity.
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Improving the quality of your sleep and avoiding these conse-

quences is simple.

Let’s begin by hacking your sleep cycles.

Hacking Your Sleep Cycles

Have you ever had 8 hours of sleep but still felt tired?

Have you ever taken a nap that went way too long?

If you have, then chances are you’ve probably woken up in the

wrongpart of your sleep cycle. For a species that spends somuch

time asleep, it is surprising how little we know about it.

Manypeople assume thatwhenwego to sleep,we fall into a deep

sleep during the night and then eventually wake up. However,

this is not the case. Every night, when we fall asleep, we fall in

and out of our deep sleep multiple times. These short cycles are

called sleep cycles.

An average sleep cycle lasts for 90minutes and features a num-

ber of different phases. It is important to note that everyone’s

sleep cycles differ in length. The National Sleep Foundation also

recommends that students get approximately 5-6 cycles per

night (7.5-9 hours of sleep).

In the graph shown, you can see how an average sleep cycle

works. It takes the average person 15 minutes to falls asleep,

before they transition through a number of sleep stages as

follows:
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1. Almost-awake moments: In this phase our brain waves

begin to slow down, breathing and heartbeat becomemore

relaxed.

2. Light Stage Sleep: During this phase, our heartbeat and

breathing slow even further.

3. Deep Stage Sleep: Our heartbeat and breathing slow to

their lowest levels. Muscles become relaxed and it is

difficult to be woken up. Deep sleep lasts longer during

the first two sleep cycles and then becomes shorter for

cycles three to six.

4. Dreaming (REM) (Rapid Eye Movement): Our eyes move

rapidly from side to side behind the eyelids – arms and

legs become temporarily paralysed and dreaming occurs.

Proper deep REM does not begin until the end of the first

cycle (90minutes in). Thebrainbecomesvery activeduring

this time.

(Source: American Sleep Association)

This graph shows the first 4 sleep cycles in the average person’s

night.

One of the biggest problems that students face is a phenomenon

known as SLEEP INERTIA. Sleep inertia is a feeling of groggi-
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ness or tiredness that is encounteredwhenwewake in thewrong

part of our sleep cycle (usually deep sleep). This pain is often

self-inflicted because we are not aware of our own sleep cycles

and we set our alarm clock at the wrong time. Most people do

this without even knowing (Healthline).

To drastically improve your sleep, there are two things you need

to know:

1. Waking up during ‘deep stage’ sleep is highly inconvenient

and likely to cause poor sleep inertia.

2. Waking up during an ‘almost-awake moment’ is the most

desirable and likely to have you feeling well rested and

energetic.

EXAMPLE

Tounderstand this further, let’s lookat anexampleof anaverage

student’s sleep cycle.

Meet Daniel. He’s currently in Year 12 and he is trying to balance

his study with his love for tennis. What Daniel doesn’t know is

that he is unfortunately self-sabotaging his sleep.

Here’s what we know about Daniel’s sleep patterns:

1. Every night, Daniel goes to bed at 11pm after studying.

2. Everymorning, Daniel wakes up at 6am for tennis training.

When Daniel goes to bed at 11pm, we know that it takes an
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average of 15 minutes for him to actually fall sleep. Daniel will

likely fall asleep at around 11:15pm.

With a 90-minute cycle, Daniel’s sleep cycles will look some-

thing like this:

1. Cycle 1 – 11:15pm-12:45am

2. Cycle 2 – 12:45am– 2:15am

3. Cycle 3 – 2:15am– 3:45a

4. Cycle 4 – 3:45am– 5:15am

5. Cycle 5 – 5:15am– 6:45am

If Daniel is waking up at 6am, you can see that we have

a serious PROBLEM. 6am is right in the middle of Cycle 5

(5:15am-6:45am) which means that Daniel is waking during

the middle of deep sleep. This will mean that Daniel is likely

to experience sleep inertia and feel tired throughout the day.

On top of this, Daniel is not even getting his recommended

5-6 full sleep cycles a night – whichmeans hemay eventually

experience sleep deprivation.

To counter this problem, Daniel has two options:

1. Go to bed 45minutes earlier, at 10:15pm– to ensure his 5th

sleep cycle ends at 6amwhen he needs to wake up (easy to

implement).

2. Quit tennis and wake up later at 6:45am (not desirable).

The Sleep Calculator
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Avoiding sleep inertia can be made simple by using the Sleep

Calculator.

The Sleep Calculator is an app and website that helps you find

the best sleep and wake up times.

You can access the calculator for free via the bit link below:

bit.ly/2zBUnE4

Once you open the sleep calculator, you have two options:

1. Choosewhen youwant towake up (sleep calc tells youwhat

time to go to bed).

2. Choose to sleep now (sleep calc tells you what time to wake

up).

For example, if I wanted to wake up tomorrow at 7am– sleep

calculator recommends that I go to bed at 9:45pm (6 cycles) or

11:15pm (5 cycles) at the latest. I have personally been using

sleep calculator for years and find it extraordinarily helpful.

Pleasenote that sleep calculator is a general guide based on sleep

averages. It will not be 100% accurate as everyone’s sleep cycle

time differs.
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Step 1: Choose what time you’d like to wake up in the morning.

Step2: Go tobedat thefirst (9:45pm)or second (11:15pm)option

to allow yourself a full 5-6 sleep cycles of sleep.

Weekend Alterations

I would like to preface this paragraph by saying that I, along

with the National Sleep Foundation, always recommend 5-6

cycles of sleep per night (7.5-9 hours). This is the optimal

amount of sleep that you need to perform at your best and this

recommendation will not change.

However, I understand that on the rare occasion (due to reasons
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outside of our control) students are unable to get 5-6 cycles of

sleep. This may be due to one of those ‘compulsory’ parties you

just have to attend.

A common example of this in on weekends (Friday/Saturday

nights) where you may be attending a party until midnight

(12am) and then need to be awake for work the next morning at

7am. In these scenario’s, it is important to put your ‘sleep cycle’

knowledge to use to avoid sleep inertia.

For example, if you go to sleep at 12:45am once you get home

from the party, you will be able to wake up at 7am with four

exact cycles. It’s not the recommended 5-6 cycles but it will

allow you to avoid sleep inertia and added feelings of tiredness

(Sleep Health Foundation).

Weekend Deviation

Approximately 90% of teenagers go to sleep later on Friday/Sat-

urday nights and sleep in later the next morning.

To keep consistency, try not to deviate your sleep time bymore

than 2 hours outside of your normal sleep/wake up time. For

example, if you usually go to sleep at 10pm on weeknights, try

to sleep by 12am latest on the weekends.

Likewise, if youusuallywakeup at 7am–try and ensure that you

don’t sleep in past 9am on weekends. Sticking to this deviation

will make it easier to return to your sleep routine during the

normal week (Sleep Health Foundation).
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Tips for winning themorning

In 2018, famous actor Mark Wahlberg released his daily routine

on Instagram. This included a daily wake up time of 2:30am

and sleep time of 7pm. The actor claimed that this intense

routine allowed him to be waymore productive and energised

throughout the day.

Having seen Mark speak at the LEAP conference in Los Angeles,

I was inspired to try his routine. For twoweeks, I committed to a

dailywakeup call of 2:30amand sleep time of 7pm (whichmeant

bed at 6:45pm). My schedule involved doing a gymworkout first

thing in the morning and then starting my study/work at 4am.

Whilst this was one of the most productive two weeks of my life,

it destroyedmy social life as I could not go out for dinner or to

any parties. On top of that, nobody really Snapchats at 4am so

my ‘study hard, social hard’ routine turned into a pure ‘study

hard’ routine, which wasn’t much fun at all …

Whilst I optedout ofMarkWahlberg’s schedule, therewere some

very important tips I learnt about waking your body up in those

twoweeks. Whether youwake up at 5am, 7amor even 8am there

are some key things you can do to increase your alertness and

motivation:

1. Do Not Use Snooze - if your body is up and awake, make

sure you get up right away. Snoozing can be incredibly

dangerous as you can risk sleep inertia. For example, if

you tap snooze on your phone and wake up in another

forty minutes, you are now going to wake up in the middle
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of a cycle. There are plenty of times where I have woken

up feeling amazing, only to tap snooze and wake up forty

minutes later feeling tired again.

2. Drink Water – the body naturally becomes dehydrated

during sleep so it’s important to rehydrate and remove

any chance of a morning headache.

3. Take A Contrasting or Cold Shower – I’m sorry my

friends, but it’s true – having a cold or contrasting (hot

and cold) shower will get your blood rushing and get you

feeling 100% alert. On top of this, it will toughen your

mind for the day ahead.

4. Listen to Music – Listen to something upbeat and fast

paced to get you energised for the day ahead.

5. Listen to Motivational Audio – If you’re serious about

your success, make sure you feed your mind with positive

content. If you don’t know where to start, I’ve got you

covered. Head to this bonus link (bit.ly/2B3KfnR) to access

my personal ‘Morning Motivation’ playlist that I use.

6. Get sunshine – If the sun is up, why not eat breakfast

outside or go on a quick walk to wake the body up? Un-

fortunately, I did not have this luxury at 2:30am in the

morning.

7. Avoid Coffee – for the first 20-30 minutes of the day.

Caffeine is a stimulant and will make your body more

dehydrated. It’s important to hydrate with water before

drinking coffee to avoid fatiguing later during classes or in

the late afternoon.

This is my current morning routine that I always follow to set

mymind right for the day ahead:
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1. Wake up at 5:30am.

2. Drink a glass of room temperature water.

3. Take a cold shower.

4. Go on a 10-minute walk and listen to a ‘Morning Moti-

vation’ recording from my personal playlist mentioned

above.

This entire process takes me twenty minutes max. It makes me

incredibly alert and also extremely positive first thing in the

morning. If I fail to do this routine, I ammuch more likely to

have a slowornegative daywhere Iwaste time andprocrastinate.

Youmight not be able to follow your exact routine every single

morning, but if you’re doing it more often, you’re going to see

drastic improvements. We are aiming for little improvements

each day, not 100% perfection.

Tips for winning the night

Arguably, the best way to win the morning is to actually win the

night before.

Whilst the morning is a time where people tend to be more

logical, reasonable, and consistent, our night-time behaviour

is often more unpredictable and emotional. For example, most

of the messages we send (that we later regret) are usually sent

at 7-12pm at night – not at 6am in the morning.

So, what do the top students do at night-time to protect their

sleep?
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1)Use ‘nightmode’ before bed and limit usage–The blue light

that is emitted by phones blocks the production of melatonin

andmakes it harder for you to fall asleep. I recommend that you

don’t use any phones/computers at least 20/30 minutes before

you intend to sleep. Youmay alsowant to set up ‘nightmode’ on

your phone with the instructions below. This will block further

blue light emission.

Android: Settings > Select ‘Display’ > Select ‘Night Light’ >

Activate

iPhone: Settings > Select ‘Display and Brightness’ > Select

‘Night Shift’ > Activate

2) Ensure your room is as dark as possible–Make it easier to

fall asleep by blocking all sources of light. Light exposure will

reduce melatonin production andmake it harder for you to fall

asleep. If you sleep with your curtains or blinds open because

you like waking up with natural light in the morning, this is

suitable as long as there is no excessive light coming from street

lights.

3) Have a consistent sleep time – One of the easiest ways to

maintain this is to set an alarm on your phone for 30 minutes

before you intend to sleep. Once your night alarm goes off, you

can set your alarm for the morning (consult sleep calculator to

get the best time) and then avoid using your phone for the next

30 minutes before you sleep.

4) Prepare your clothes/food the night before–To ensure you

get a quick head start on the day, prepare your clothes and food

the night before. This may include getting your uniform ready

and also preparing your breakfast/lunch for tomorrow. This
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feeling of having a ‘head start’ will make you more confident

and productive.

5)Avoid caffeinated drinks and food 6 hours before bed– caf-

feine taken within 6 hours of bedtime causes disruptive effects

on sleep cycles (Journal of Clinical Sleep Medicine). Examples of

highly caffeinated drinks/foods include: coffee, energy drinks,

soft drinks or sodas, green tea, black tea, and chocolate (mainly

dark chocolate).

Now that we have finished part one of Study Secrets, this is just

a reminder that you are able to commence your 30 Day Study

Secrets Challenge at any time.

To download your 30 Day Study Secrets Challenge and start im-

plementing the actions that will boost your grades by 10%-15%,

simply head to the following link:

bit.ly/3gel8OJ

Chapter Summary

Circadian Rhythm

• The circadian rhythm is the body’s internal clock.

• In teenagers and young adults, the release of melatonin is

delayed and this is why students tend to feel tired later at

night.
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Effects of Sleep Deprivation

It is estimated that over 90% of students do not get enough

sleep.

Sleep deprivation can cause horrible side effects such as:

• Lowmotivation, attention, and concentration.

• Increased irritability and confusion.

• Reducedmemory capacity.

Sleep Cycles

• Last for approximately 90minutes in length.

• Aim to get 5-6 sleep cycles every night (7.5-9 hours of

sleep).

• Many students wake in the wrong part of their sleep cycle –

which leads to Sleep Inertia.

• Sleep inertia is a feeling of tiredness and grogginess.

• Wake during an ‘almost awake moment’ and avoid waking

during ‘deep sleep.’

The Sleep Calculator

Available for free via the link below:

https://bit.ly/2zBUnE4

The sleep calculator lets you:

• Choose the best time to wake up, or

• Choose the best time to go to sleep.

Weekend Alterations and Deviation
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90% of teenagers admit to going to sleep later on Friday/Sat-

urday nights (Sleep Health Foundation). To stay consistent, try

not to deviate your sleep or wake up time bymore than 2 hours

either side.

Winning theMorning

• Do not use snooze

• Drink water.

• Take a contrasting or cold shower.

• Listen to music.

• Listen to motivational audio.

• Get sunshine.

• Avoid coffee.

Winning the Night

• Use ‘night mode’ and limit phone usage before bed.

• Ensure your room is fully dark.

• Have a consistent sleep time.

• Prepare your clothes/food the night before.

• Avoid caffeinated drinks 6 hours before your sleep time.

Chapter Checklist

1. Download the Sleep Calculator App (or search online) and

determine your ideal sleep andwake up times – remember,

we need 5-6 cycles per night.

2. Create a morning routine. This is a routine that you should
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be able to easily repeat every morning to help wake your

body up and set yourself up for success. For example,

wake up – drink water – have a cold shower – listen to

motivational audio on a quick 10 min walk – get ready for

classes.

3. Create a night routine. For example, set a morning alarm

using the sleep calculator – put phone down – read for 15

minutes – brush teeth – go to sleep.

4. BONUS -Head to this bonus link (bit.ly/2B3KfnR) to access

my personal ‘Morning Motivation’ playlist that I use.
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Secret #7: Preparing for Tests and

Exams

School is tough, but so are you.

In the first half of this book, we focused on developing the

modern study skills that are critical to achieving higher grades.

These skills – such as time management, the focus zone, and

dealing with procrastination – give you a solid base to thrive in

a new world. They are transferrable skills that can be used in

any area of life.

Now that we‘ve updated our study skills to the 21st century, we

can work on our exam and test skills. The following chapters

aremore academically focused and specific to your tests, exams,

and assignments.

TheMain Aim

Themain aim of studying is to:
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‘Know the information your teacher wants you to know and gain

wisdom.’

Before we even begin the process of studying, we need to know

what to study. This will ensure we study the right content

and topics. It will also prevent any time wastage by avoiding

concepts that won’t be in the test.

I can remember spending countless hoursmemorising concepts

and definitions that never appeared in my tests. I used to be up

until 2am in themorning studying and relying on amix of coffee

and red cordial to get me through the night.

After all that effort, what did my exam provide me with other

than a headache? Often 50%, 60% or 70% if I was lucky – but

never a 90%.

Many of us who average between 50%-70% do so because we

make one of the following errors:

1. We waste time studying the wrong content (which never

even appears in the test).

2. We don’t study the right content (which does appear in the

test).

There are a number of ways that we can work out what is going

to be in the test. In order to achieve this andmake sure we don’t

miss anything, we need to follow the study triangle.

The Study Triangle
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1) RemoveWriter Bias

Find out which teacher is writing the test.

Most schools anduniversities featuremultiple teachers teaching

the exact same subject. However, these teachers often take it in

turns to write the tests, exams, and assignments.

Teachers all write their tests differently and therefore, create

theirmarking guides differently. This is a conceptwe call ‘writer

bias.’

Once you have found out which teacher is writing the test or

exam, these are the three things you should do:

• Email or ask that specific teacher directly what you need to

know for the test/exam– i.e. what topics, subtopics, etc.

• Email or ask the specific teacher for additional ‘harder ques-

tions’ and practice questions that you can use to prepare for

the test. Chances are these questions are going to be very

similar to the hard questions that they have put in the test.
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• Reach out to other students in that teachers’ class and ask

them what type of worksheets, homework, and tips they

received. If they have different worksheets to you, practice

the different worksheets and familiarise yourself with the

different content.

2) Copy Genius

Why learn from your ownmistakes when you can simply copy

genius?

To copy geniusmeans to copy or imitate the strategies that have

worked for other successful students. This allows you to avoid

wasting time via trial and error. You can simply find the process

that works best for other successful students and then copy it

(saving a lot of time andmistakes!).

For example, by reading this very book, you are effectively using

the copy genius principle by learning secrets frommyself and

other top students. If you didn’t read this book, it would take

you a lot longer to learn all of these concepts yourself (assuming

you ever come across them at all).

I never knew about this concept during school. I think it would

have helped me do even better with less effort. I was first

introduced to the concept of ‘copy genius’ at a conference called

LEAP in the USA.

Since then, I have met a number of students who have used this.

One of my friends (who asked to remain nameless), has been
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using this concept for years.

This particular friend ofmine struggled so bad in primary school

that she had to do hours of additional English andMaths classes

to catch up to the normal class level. By the time she reached

her early years of high school, she had fallen really behind the

academic average and looked towards alternative study methods

to improve her marks.

By the time I hadmet this person, she’d completely transformed

her grades and achieved an ATAR of 95.5. These are her copy

genius strategies that she credits for transforming her grades:

Identify Previous High Performers and Obtain their Previous

Notes and Tests

• In this method, you identify the top studentswho took the

exact same subject as you last year and in previous years.

For example, if I’m studying Year 10 History in 2020, I want

to knowwho performed extremely well in Year 10 History

in 2019 and 2018 if possible. It is best to find the top 2 or 3

students. You can often do this by looking in your school or

university annual or awards night record to see who did the

best. You can also do this by asking friends in higher year

groups.

• Once you have identified the previous high performers,

reach out to them and see if you can buy or borrow their

notes. In many cases, these students will provide you

with their previous tests, assignments, and exams which is

another added bonus.
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One student that I previously tutored was able to obtain former

tests for all her six subjects from the students in the two direct

years above her. When she was in Year 10 in 2018, she had all the

Year 10 tests from 2017 and 2016. She simply asked her friends

in the year above for them and got them all for free. She noticed

that between 2016 and 2017, most of the tests were the exact

same or only hadminor changes made. No surprises here, her

2018 tests were basically the exact same again.

She had hit the jackpot.

Identify Current Top Students – Understand their Study

Methods

• In this method, you now identify the top students in your

year group who are also taking the same subjects as you.

• Once you have identifiedwho they are, these are some of the

questions you will want to ask themwhen chatting: What

study methods/techniques do you use? How do you make

your notes? Where do you get the information for your

notes? What do you think I could do better to increase my

score?

• If you are ever confused about something or too shy to ask

the teacher a question in front of the class, ask your fellow

top students. Most top students arewilling to help and share

their knowledge with you.

When I was in Year 12, I graduated as the 2nd highest ranked

‘Religion and Life’ student in my state (relax, I’m not a priest

or a nun). Religion was compulsory at my school and I took the

opportunity to excel at it. At this point in the book, it wouldn’t
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surprise you that the student who finished 1st in the state was

also in the same class asme at the same school. We oftenworked

together and gave each other tips to push each other further.

We inspired each other to do better and I truly believe that I

wouldn’t have finished 2nd in the state if it weren’t for her help.

Buying Notes

I would always recommend buying notes from someone within

your specific school community who’s had the same teachers.

That is the quickestway to achieve the best results. Buying notes

from other students at different schools removes a lot of the

perks because they’ve had different teachers and different tests

to prepare for.

In saying that, if you’re a senior school student or uni student

who is sitting standardised tests (tests that are very similar

for all schools/students), then youmay want to look at buying

additional notes online.

Great websites for purchasing notes:

• Thinkswap (High School and University Students):

For Australian secondary students, head to the ‘secondary/high

school’ section, click on your course (e.g. WACE, HSC, VCE, QCE

etc) and then click on your specific subject to find the top notes

from top students up for sale. For University students, head to

the ‘university’ section and click on your university and specific

course.
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• The ATAR Blueprint (High School Students)

TheATARBlueprint offers A-grade English essays and dozens of

notes on common English & English literature texts. The ATAR

Blueprint was created by Jed Herne (ATAR of 99.4), who wrote

the foreword for this very book!

• Student VIP Notes (University Students)

Most notes range from $15-$40 and are specific to particular

universities and units. Simply search your university and course

to find top quality notes from the top students.

• StuDocu (University Students)

Provides free preview access to notes on specific units and

courses for university students (premium option available).

Simply search your university and course to find resources.

3) Follow The Syllabus

The ‘syllabus’ or ‘courseoutline’ (‘studyguide’ forourAmerican

friends), is a document that your teacher provides at the start

of the year. This document outlines the content you will learn

across the year, as well as your test and exam dates.

Your syllabus document will need to be filed away in a safe place

or saved into your online folder where you can easily access it.

If you’ve lost your syllabus for a certain subject, make sure that

you get a copy from your teacher before you begin prep for your
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next test.

If you weren’t provided with a syllabus or course outline for a

subject, ask your teacher if you can get one. This is a standard

practice for all classes and you should be entitled to receive one.

Here’s what the syllabus tells us:

1. What type of content you’ll be tested on– topics, subtopics,

and concepts.

2. How you’ll be tested – types of tests.

3. When you’ll be tested.

These three pieces of information are going to have a huge

impact onhowwe study andprepare. For example, look at all the

different types of tests we could experience below. They are all

very different and require different study methods to succeed.

The different types of tests:

1. Multiple Choice.

2. Essay Question.

3. Written Questions – Short.

4. Written Questions – Long.

5. Data Analysis Questions.

6. Written Assignment.

7. Group Assignment.

8. Individual Presentation.

9. Group Presentation.

When preparing for a test and writing your notes, ensure that
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you write detailed notes on every topic featured on the syllabus.

The syllabus should be used as a checklist to ensure you have

covered notes on all concepts in detail. Your teachers are

supposed to use the syllabus itself to write test questions.

Additional Study Strategies

The pillars mentioned above will put you light years ahead

of your competition. Whilst they will quickly transform your

grades, here are some other strategies that may help you

improve over the course of the year.

1) Practice difficult questions

• As we discussed in chapter four, practicing difficult ques-

tions is a critical task.

• Do not shy away from practicing challenging or difficult

questions; they are often put in the test to separate a 70%

student from a 90% student.

• The more that you practice difficult questions at home, the

easier the test will be.

• If you do extremely hard questions in your study time, then

the test will seem incredibly easy.

2) Practice old tests and exams under time pressure

• If your teacher has provided you with old tests and exams,

be sure to practice them under test conditions. This means

practicing with no notes and under time pressure.

• This will train your brain to work well in a confined time
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limit.

• Itwill also increase your confidence anddecrease your stress

walking into the test.

3) Occasionally talk to your teacher at the end of class or

before class starts

• The best thing a teacher can experience is working with a

student who is eager to learn and asks great questions. This

lets them know that you actually care about the subject and

you’re trying to be better.

• Make an effort to occasionally stay back after class or arrive

earlier and ask one or two great questions to your teacher.

Show them that you are genuinely interested by asking a

smart or challenging question.

• At the very least, the teacher is likely to feel better about

teaching in that class and will be more invested in helping

you.

• This tip should not be taken as a strategy to ‘suck up’ to your

teachers, but rather as a way of genuinely showing interest

in the subject and content.

4) Hand write your notes for memorisation

• Studies show that the pen is mightier than the keyboard

when it comes to memorisation (Psychological Science Jour-

nal).

• Whilst youmay initially type your notes in class for speed,

the brain is more likely to remember handwritten informa-

tion.

• The Journal of Psychological Science constructed an ex-
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periment on notetaking during a lecture and found that

“students who wrote by hand averaged 173 words [per hour]

whilst typers averaged 310 words – however, hand writers

retained the informationmuch better.”

• Whilst recording notes, your brain is trying to process

two things: 1 – Syntax word structure; and 2 – Meaning.

When you type fast, the brain processes syntax quickly but

has almost no time to add meaning to the content (SAGE

Journals). This means you’re not learningmuch when you

type.

Notes Storage and Organisation

As a final note for this chapter, once you have your notes and

syllabus, save this in a safe location.

Thebest place to save all yournotes is in a cloud system. Youmay

even want to take photos or photocopies of your handwritten

notes so you have this as a backup. This will ensure that:

• You can access your notes at any time on any device.

• You won’t ever lose your notes.

• You can easily share your notes or sell them later if you

choose to.

I recommend using a simple and free system such as:

1) Google Drive

• First on the list because it gives you 15GB of free storage
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space.

• Google drive also syncs incrediblywell withGoogle Calendar

and Gmail if you already use these apps too.

• Google drive also allows you to share stored documents by

providing a shared link to friends.

• It syncs across all devices seamlessly (can be accessed via

phone, laptop etc).

2) Dropbox

• Dropbox is more simplistic than Google Drive, however, it

features less free storage space (only 2GB).

3) OneDrive

• A part of the Microsoft Office Suite, OneDrive allows you

to save all of your notes in one place and easily share these

notes with other classmates through applications such as

OneNote.

• The free version of OneDrive provides up to 5GB of free

space.

Don’t be like me in my first year of university, where I stored

all my notes on a USB and onmy laptop desktop. Onemorning,

I went outside to findmy car windows smashed. It was at that

point I remembered that I had left my bag in my car overnight.

Everything inmy bagwas stolen. I lostmy laptop ($3000), three

PowerPoint clickers ($400), and sixmonths’ of university notes

(no price but it mademe cry).

Trying to redo my notes was an incredibly painful experience
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and it caused a lot of headaches.

Now I save all of my documents to a cloud-based system (thank

you, Google Drive).

Chapter Summary

TheMain Aim

‘Know the information your teacher wants you to know.’

The two biggest mistakes students make are:

1. Studying the wrong content.

2. Not studying the right test content.

The Study Triangle

1) Eliminate Writer Bias:

• Find out which teacher wrote the test.

• Ask themwhat you need to know.

• Ask them for harder practice questions and a study guide of

concepts.

2) Copy Genius:

• Identify previous high performers and ask for/buy their

previous notes.

• Use Thinkswap, the ATAR Blueprint, Student VIP Notes, or

StuDocu for notes if you need.

• Identify current high performing students and understand
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their study methods.

3) Follow the Syllabus:

• Discover what you’ll be tested on, how you’ll be tested, and

when.

Additional Study Strategies

1. Practice difficult questions.

2. Practice old tests and exams under time pressure.

3. Occasionally talk to your teacher at the end of class/before

class.

4. Handwrite your notes for memorisation.

Notes Storage and Organisation

Store all notes online in a cloud system as a backup. Great

storage options include Google Drive, Dropbox and One Drive.

Chapter Checklist

1) Determine which teachers are going to be writing your up-

coming tests – follow the action items described in this chapter

by:

• Asking them specifically what to prepare for.

• Asking them for additional difficult questions.

• Finding students who have that teacher and seeing what

resources they’ve been given.

2) Identify the top 3 performing students in the year above you
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who completed the same course as you last year. Reach out to

these students to ask if you are able to borrow their notes or to

see if you can purchase notes from them.

3) Ask your teacher for access to previous exams and tests from

the year before so that you can use these to practice.

4) Identify the top 3 performing students in your year group

that completed the same subjects and ask them what study

techniques they used. It’s likely that you will learn something

new and different from all of these students.

5) Ensure you have your syllabus for each course stored in a safe

place. Make sure you look at the syllabus when you are making

notes for your next test. If you don’t have one, please ask your

teacher for a syllabus or for a study guide before each test.

6) Ensure you back all of your notes up to an online cloud system

such as Google Drive or Dropbox (don’t store notes on USB or

solely on your laptop/computer).
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Secret #8: Top Study Techniques

Before we dive into study techniques, wemust understand the

clear difference between equation-based courses and written-

based courses. Students often prefer one type of course over the

other.

The 2 Types of Courses

1) Equation-Based Courses

• Equation-based courses are heavily focused on equations

and problem-solving skills.

• These courses include subjects such as Maths, Chemistry,

Physics, Engineering, Computer Science, Accounting, and

some parts of Economics.

• To excel in these courses, the general strategy is to engage in

constant repetition– repeating asmany problems as possible

and slowly increasingly the difficulty level.

• For these types of courses, it can help to work with friends

or in small groups for some parts of your study (not all the
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time) as you can help one another when you get stuck on a

difficult question.

2) Written-Based Courses

• Written-based courses are more dependent on your ability

to write andmemorise large amounts of key information.

• These courses include English, History, Politics and Law,

Business, Religion, and Psychology.

• To excel in these courses, the general strategy is to identify

the big concepts, write detailed notes on sub concepts and

thenmemorise these.

• For these types of courses, it is best to work in isolation due

to the large amount of memorisation required.

Now that we have established the two different types of courses,

it is time to look at the best and worst study techniques.

Least Effective Study Techniques

These are the techniques used by students whowere performing

worst. These techniques are generally avoided by top students.

Do you use any of these?

1. Reading and rereading notes: Simply reading notes with-

out memorising them is not enough to make content stick

in a student’s head. Constantly rereading a paragraph

multiple times will not help youmemorise the content.

2. Highlighting, underlining, and marking notes: Whilst

these methods may help you locate your concepts quicker,

they do not help in terms of retaining information for a
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test. Many students spend too much time highlighting

and reading notes (general tasks) as opposed to actually

studying them.

3. Repeating Homework: Homework tends to be a baseline

introduction to a topic. ‘Study’ is meant to be done on top

of homework as amore in-depthway of learning a concept.

Repeating easy practice questions and introductory level

homework is not effective in improving grades. Study and

homework are two very different things. You should not

count homework as study if you want to improve your

grades.

Most Effective Study Techniques

These are the techniques used by students whowere performing

best and are at the top of their respective courses.

1) The Learn and Recall Method

This method involves you reading, memorising, and then ex-

plaining a concept in your own words (without looking at your

notes). Many students like to explain the concept with their

eyes closed or by looking away from their notes. Speaking

the words out loud is better than repeating the phrase in your

head. The learn and recall method forces you to pretend that

you’re teaching someone else the concept (as if you have a fake

audience sitting in front of you, and you’re explaining it in your

own words). With reference to the ‘learning pyramid’ featured,

this is the best way to learn a concept (90% retention rate).
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For students who are already participating in the 30 Day Study

SecretsChallenge, this concept is also evident inour fourthweek

of the program (MULTIPLY). This is the week where we begin

to teach friends and family the Study Secrets concepts that have

helped us. Teaching others is the best way to help you learn a

concept individually.

With the learn and recall method, high performing students

often use a spaced repetition sequence. This means that after

they learn the concept initially, they will recall or recite it in 24

hours, then 48 hours, and then 1 week later until it becomes

permanent (making exam preparation much easier). This

methodmust be used in advance – at least days or weeks before

your test/exam. It won’t work if you’re cramming the night

before.

During Year 12, I would allocate most of my study time to this

method. Once I had written my notes, most of my time was

spentmemorising and recalling. I would go into our home study

with nothing but my handwritten notes and recite the concepts

as if I was teaching a real audience (“thank you for listening

tomy Ted talk”). Once I learnt the first page of notes, I would

recite it and move to the second page. Then once I learnt the
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first two pages, I would recite them both, thenmove to the third.

2) Flash Cards

With many similarities to the learn and recall method, flash

cards can make your study more efficient. If you struggle with a

particular topic, you canput the card to the ‘needs improvement’

pile and revisit it more frequently. On the flip side, if you know

a topic really well, you can put it in another pile and revisit it

less. This allows you to spend more time on your weaknesses

and less time on the concepts that you’re already good at. If you

prefer tomake your flash cards online, some great apps for flash

card creation include ‘Quizlet’ and ‘Study Blue.’

3) Doing Practice Tests and Exams

If your teacher is kind enough to provide practice tests and

exams, take the time to do these under test conditions. This

means not using your notes, and doing the test under time

pressure. Practice tests and exams are best done towards the

end of your study preparation, once you have spent initial time

doing ‘learn and recall’ or ‘flash cards.’

Chapter Summary

The 2 Types of Courses

1. Equation Based Courses –Math, Physics, Chemistry, Engi-

neering etc.

2. Written Based Courses – English, History, Politics, Reli-
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gion etc.

Least Effective Study Techniques (To be avoided)

1. Reading and rereading notes.

2. Highlighting, underlining, andmarking notes.

3. Repeating homework.

Most Effective Study Techniques

1. The Learn and Recall Method

2. Flash Cards – use ‘Quizlet’ or ‘Study Blue’

3. Doing Practice Tests and Exams

Chapter Checklist

1. Identify what study techniques you are currently using.

Could your techniques be improved to help you do even

better?

2. Attempt to use the ‘learn and recall’ method for your next

test.
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Secret #9: Acing the Exam/Test

So, the day has finally come.

You’ve spent weeks preparing for that big exam or test and it is

finally here.

Despite all your preparation, you still feel a little bit stressed,

anxious, and nervous. This is perfectly normal. A bit of healthy

game-day anxiety is actually a good thing!

Yerkes-Dodson Law

The Yerkes-Dodson Law states that a certain level of stress

actually allows us to operate at our peak performance. An

optimal amount of stress motivates us to stay focused and

concentrated during exams or tests (Harvard Business Review).

As you can see in the graph provided, peak performance occurs

with some level of stress in the middle of the graph. If we had

no stress at all, we would become completely inactive and very

bored. In fact, if you don’t get even slightly nervous for an exam
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or a test, it often signals that you don’t really care about the

result and haven’t put in a lot of effort.

Problems tend to occur on the opposite end of the spectrum

when we overstress or overthink the situation, leading us to feel

panic, anxiousness, or burn-out. This commonly occurs when

students fail to prepare or study properly for an exam.

Just Before Your Test/Exam

If you’re early you’re on time,

if you’re on time you’re late

and if you’re late, you’re lost.

Use the 20-minute rule.

If you have been on study leave and are going into school or

university to do an exam, ensure that you aim to arrive at

least twenty minutes before the required time. If you’re going

straight from class to class, try get there as early as possible.

Having a safe buffer of twenty minutes will protect you against

delays from unexpected traffic, bad weather, etc. This will also
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allow you to go to the toilet before the exam and organise any

notes properly.

The last thing you want is to be late and stressed out when you

enter the exam room.

The Two Biggest Mistakes

The two biggest mistakes that students make during an exam

or test are:

1. Running out of time.

2. Providing answers that don’t answer the question.

In any exam, there tends to be amoment where a teacher will be

reading a students work from behind and then say, “okay class,

please make sure you read the questions carefully.” You know

that student who gets called out. We don’t want to be them.

Trust me, it’s not fun.

In this final section of the book, I will provide you with my top

7 tips for succeeding in your exams, thriving with confidence,

and reducing bad stress.

Tips for the Exam/Test:

Tip #1 – View the entire test/exam first

• If you haven’t been allocated ‘reading time’ to read through

the test (without being able to write), still spend the first 2

minutes reading the entire test.
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• Identify which sections hold the most marks and the sec-

tions that you are most comfortable answering. You should

also identify which sections will be harder and more time

consuming.

Tip #2 – Create a time system

• Once you have identified how many marks each section

is worth, allocate a maximum number of minutes to each

section.

Your allocated time should be proportional to the marks in that

section, for example:

If I was taking a 50-minute test, this is how I would allocate

the time.

Section A – worth 40marks – 16mins

Section B – worth 40marks – 16mins

Section C – worth 20marks – 8mins

Reading – first 2 minutes

Proof reading/check answers – last 8 minutes

Tip #3 – Go from easy to hard

• Start with the easiest andmost straightforward questions

that you feel most comfortable answering.

• Don’t be scared to start halfway through the test or at the

end of the test if you feel that is easiest.

• If you start with the easier questions, it will increase your

confidence and give you a better chance of answering tough

questions at the end.
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Tip #4–Use the lines, spacing, andmarks given as an indica-

tion of length

• If a question is only worth 2marks and you are only given

2 lines to write a response – don’t spend a huge amount of

time on it.

• If a question is worth 20marks and you are given an entire

page of lines to use, that’s where you need to allocate

significant time.

Tip #5 – Answer every question

• If you get to the end of a test and still don’t know how to

answer a challenging question, give it your best attempt.

Youmay get some working marks or follow throughmarks

– which is much better than nothing!

Tip #6 – Always check your work

• Always allocate time at the end of the exam/test (5-10

minutes) to check through your work and ensure you have

answered every single question.

• Pro Tip: always check all pages in case there is an extra

question. You don’t want to be that student that ‘didn’t see

there was a question on the back page’ (not a personal story

where I lost 15 marks or anything …).

Tip #7 – Celebrate at the end

• Once youfinish your exam/test,make sure you take the time

to celebrate and reward yourself for your hard work. Don’t
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stress if someone else got a different answer to Question 3

or Question 7. Let it go andmove on.

Chapter Summary

The Yerkes-Dodson Law

States that some stress is actually good in the process of helping

us achieve peak performance.

The 20Minute Rule

Always aim to be 20minutes early to your exam/test or arrive as

soon as possible. This safe buffer time will protect you against

unexpected delays such as traffic or bad weather.

The 2 Biggest Mistakes Students Make with Exams

1) Running out of time.

2) Providing answers that don’t answer the question.

Tips for the Exam/Test

1. View the entire test first.

2. Create a time system.

3. Go from easy to hard.

4. Use the lines, spacing, and marks given as an indication of

length.

5. Answer every question.

6. Always check your work.

7. Celebrate at the end.
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Chapter Checklist

1. Ensure you are 20minutes early (if possible) to your next

exam/test.

2. Write down these top tips so that you can use these during

your next exam/test.
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Secret #10: Finding YourWhy

“Find your why and you’ll find your way”

-John C. Maxwell

Here’s the last and most important question I’m going to ask

you.

Why do you want better grades?

When I ask this question to students, most of them are shocked.

They freezeup anddon’t knowhow to answer the question. They

might provide answers like ‘because my parents want me to’ or

‘because everyone wants higher grades.’ Whilst these are valid

answers, they generally aren’t powerful enough to change your

personal grades and your life.

Most study skills books tend to contain tips, tricks, and strate-

gies on how to get better grades. However, I have never read a

study book that also helps students understandwhy theywant to

study and get better grades. In my experience, if you don’t have
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a strong reason for wanting better grades, you won’t achieve

them. You won’t go the extra mile or fight when things get

tough.

You could have access to the best study secrets in the world

(which you now do), but if you have nomotivation to use them,

you will never actually implement them and try to get better.

Start WithWhy

In 2009, Simon Sinek released a book called ‘Start WithWhy’.

He also delivered a TED talk on the same topic and it has become

one of the most watched TED talks of all time (currently over 12

million views).

In this video, Sinek explaineda concepthe calls theGoldenCircle.

The Golden Circle (pictured) states thatmost people understand

what and how they do something – but they never really know

why they do it. This is a problem, because thewhy provides us

with our innermost motivation, drive, and determination to get

things done.
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Most students understand what they need to do. They know

they need to study.

Some students know the basics of how to do it and have come

here to learn more.

But only very few students knowwhy they study.

Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Motivation

Having worked with over 10,000 students since 2016, I know

that there aremany different reasonswhy students study. These

can be broadly summarised as intrinsic motivation or extrinsic

motivation.

If you have intrinsic motivation to study, this means that you

do it because you enjoy it or find a particular subject interesting.

If you have extrinsic motivation to study, this means you study

because you are seeking an external reward or to avoid negative

consequences.

Both types of motivation can be incredibly powerful and pro-

ductive in giving you awhy. In fact, many students draw on a

combination of both intrinsic and extrinsic factors to motivate

them.

Contrary to popular belief, intrinsic motivation is not necessar-

ily better than extrinsic when it comes to results. Both forms of

motivation are good and will empower you to take action.
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Intrinsic Motivation

One of the keys to doing well at school is developing a strong

intrinsic motivation.

Without this form of motivation, you will constantly feel like

you’re pushing a heavy stone up a hill. Intrinsic motivation will

make your study more enjoyable and ensure it doesn’t feel like

a chore by aligning your natural strengths with your subjects.

Having a strong intrinsic motivation makes study feel easier.

Some of the biggest forms of intrinsic motivation include:

1) Enjoyment and Confidence

This occurswhen youfind a subject thatmatches your strengths.

For example, I was naturally good at writing in school, so I

enjoyed English and Business as subjects. Studying for English

or Business was always very easy for me. However, my Math

skills were very poor. Studying for Math was a chore and I had

to use extrinsic factors to motivate myself.

2) Interest and Excitement

If a particular subject interests or excites you, you are going to

enjoy studying it a lot more. Whilst the traditional Math and

English subjects may not interest everyone, there is often one

or two subjects that students find interesting and excel at (for

example, Sports, Music, Drama, Dance, Humanities, Science).

3) Personal Growth/Feeling of Improvement
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Some students are motivated by a need to constantly improve.

This feeling of personal growth is addictive and makes them

want to studymore. On the contrary, students who don’t wish

to grow often feel uninspired and stuck. This creates a feeling

of frustration, like a YouTube video that just won’t buffer.

Extrinsic Motivation

Extrinsic studying occurs when a student seeks to…

1. Try and obtain a reward

Or

1. Try to avoid a negative consequence

Common rewards that students seek to obtain include:

1) Social Status: Higher grades generallymake a student appear

smarter or more intelligent. This is a quality that allows for

higher social status (society tends to falsely believe you are

more important). Students who seek social status tend to like

the added attention they receive. For example, they enjoy

the attention of winning academic awards or the prestige of

attending elite universities (cough… Harvard… cough…). In

primary school, social status is often given to the student who

can sprint the fastest. However, in upper years of high school, it

is often the intelligent students who are given large amounts of

attention and status (at least from parents, teachers and wider

society).
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2) Better Job Prospects and Financial Gain: There’s no deny-

ing that higher grades lead to better job prospects and work

opportunities (Edublox 2017). This also leads the top students to

higher paying jobs. This creates added financial security for the

future andmeans that if you want to buy that expensive car or

watch, you probably can.

3) International Travel, Study and Ideal University Courses:

Whilst everyone can freely travel, having higher grades allow

students the opportunity to study at the top international

universities such as Oxford, Cambridge, Yale, Harvard or even

Stanford. This also allows you to experience a high-quality

exchange experience when you are in university.

4) Choice and Flexibility: Having higher gradesmeans that you

have more options on the table. When you finish school, you

can choose to do anything you like – from an intense academic

degree, to a trade, or even full-time work. This flexibility and

choice reduces stress and gives you power over your life choices.

5) Awards and Other Opportunities: Improved grades also

improve your chances of receiving awards, scholarships, leader-

ship positions and access to special clubs, societies and groups.

For example, the initial scholarship I received for my grades

opened doors for me to study at Harvard and become the WA

Youth Ambassador (leadership role).

Common consequences that students seek to avoid include:

1) Family Pressure: Ah, the old parentals. For some students,
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the fear of consequences and ridicule by their parents is a huge

motivator in performing well at school. This is particularly true

for students who have parents with a strong work ethic. I once

met a student who was told by his parents to either become the

dux (top student) of his year group, or he was going to lose his

phone and socialmedia for one year. Family pressure tends to be

particularly intense for first generation students who’s families

have migrated to a new country. If you are experiencing this

type of intense pressure, it is absolutely crucial that you find

other personal reasons to study or else youwill end up resenting

both your study and your family. Much easier said than done.

2) Peer Pressure: Many students study because they don’t want

to fall behind or be perceived as the weakest academic in their

friendship circle. This fear of being left out oftenmotivates even

the most non-academic students to study.

3) Constriction & Limitation: Finally, students also want to

avoid being limited in their career and lifestyle options. Having

low grades can close many doors for exciting job opportunities,

scholarships, and travel.

I want to also make it very clear that trying to get higher grades

for the sake of someone else (for example, for your parents)

is incredibly draining. Trying to constantly please others is a

never-ending cycle that will leave you feeling empty.

When you get 90%, your parents will likely ask why you didn’t

get 95%. The cycle never stops and it will drain you. I have seen

this happen far toomany times to students. Studentswill go and

studymedicine or law for five years, only to one day understand
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they hate it and wanted to do something completely different.

They are then left with regret and resentment towards their

family.

When you choose your why, make sure you are choosing it for

you, because it’s something you would like to achieve. Don’t

choose something because someone else forced their why upon

you.

What’s your why?

Without your why, your study will feel pointless.

It’s time to get inside your own head and work out why you

personally want to achieve better grades.

Before you become a top student, it is absolutely necessary that

you understand yourself and your personal motives.

In order to achieve this, all you have to do is answer four simple

questions.

Make sure you record your answers to these questions on a

notepad or in an important document where you can revisit

it later.

1. Why do I personally want to get better grades? (3 top

motives)

2. What do I expect better grades to do for me in the future?

3. What kind of affect would getting bad grades have onmy
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life?

4. What score will make me happy? (for example, 70%, 80%,

95%)

My Personal Example From Year 11

1. I want to get better grades because I’d like to obtain social

status and personal growthwhilst avoiding constriction/limi-

tation. It is important tome that I havemany choices formy

career and that I amaccepted and respectedbymy friends. I

also like to compete againstmyself and constantly improve.

I feel better about myself when I ammaking progress and

experiencing personal growth.

2. I expect that better grades will improve my chances of

receiving an international scholarship and also allowme

to travel to America. This has been a dream of mine since I

was a little boy.

3. Getting bad grades would make me feel upset as I would

feel very restricted with my life choices and feel like my

friends would look down onme inmy group. This would

be a really tough thing to experience so I am going to work

hard to ensure it doesn’t happen.

4. I will be happy and proud ofmyself if I average at least 75%

acrossmy subjects and achieve an ATAR score of 90+ at the

end of Year 12.

Now that you know how to become a top student and why you

want to do it, you are ready to learn the next steps.
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Don’t talk. Act.

Don’t say. Show.

Don’t promise. Prove.

I have seenmany speakers in my young life and read countless

self-development books by the best authors in the world. At

the end of the day, it doesn’t matter what you read. What truly

matters is what you do with your new knowledge.

The words in these pages are nothing more than a series of

sentences strung together. They are meant to inspire and

challenge you (and I hope they did)–but thewords alone cannot

change your life.

The only thing that can change your grades is YOU, my friend.
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In this chapter, I would like to leave youwith a series of practical

tools, resources, and opportunities that you can use moving

forward.

The 30 Day Study Secrets Challenge is a fantastic place to start

if you haven’t completed this already. The purpose of the

challenge is to increase your test marks by a minimum of

10%-15% after you complete the challenge.

To download your 30 Day Study Secrets Challenge, head to the

following link:

bit.ly/3gel8OJ

Upon completion of the 30 day challenge, you will also receive

an online certificate which you can use for future scholarship,

university and job applications. This will give you a huge

advantage over other students.

I would recommend starting day one of the challenge today.

Grade Calculators

To calculate your predicted future score or current academic

score.

• For Australian Students - to calculate your predicted ATAR

(Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank) – you can use the

ATAR calculator via the free link below. Calculates for all

states includingWACE, HSC, VCE, QCE etc.
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• bit.ly/36BkrLt

• For American and International GPA Students– to calcu-

late your predicted GPA (Grade Point Average) – you can

use the GPA calculator via the free link below. Calculates

GPA for college level and for high school students.

• bit.ly/2B94rF4

Scholarships and University/College Opportunities

To see available scholarships and additional program opportu-

nities.

• For Australian Students - Search for undergraduate and

postgraduate scholarships using the Good Universities

Guide which is linked below for free.

• bit.ly/2M72ATw

• For International Students– Search for all types of inter-

national and national scholarships in your country using

Top Universities. You can access this site for free using the

bit link below.

• bit.ly/2B0pTMf

All apps and websites mentioned in this book:
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Chapter 3

Social Blocking Apps

• Flipd

• Forest

• Freedom

• Cold Turkey (for computers/laptops)

Chapter 4

Ambient Sound Apps

• Atmosphere

• Coffitivity

Chapter 5

Online Calendars

• My Study Life

• iStudiez Planner

• Google Calendar

Online ‘To Do’ Lists

• Asana

• Todoist

• Microsoft To Do

Chapter 6

Beat Procrastination Playlist

• Soundcloud – Search ‘Beat Procrastination Playlist’ by
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

David Castelanelli

Chapter 7

Sleep Cycles

• The Sleep Calculator

Chapter 8

Buying Notes

• Thinkswap

• The ATAR Blueprint

• Student VIP notes

• StuDocu

Notes Storage Systems

• Google Drive

• Dropbox

• One Drive

Chapter 9

Study Techniques

• Quizlet

• Study Blue
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Conclusion and Special Offer

First, congratulations on finishing this book!

Thank you for your determination, your effort, and your disci-

pline to read this book all the way through. You should be proud

formaking this commitment to your ownpersonal development.

So many students start a book, but few actually finish it. You

are of the rare students who is willing to go the extra mile

and commit to becoming better. I know that you have a lot

of determination and that you’re the type of person that gets

stuff done. You have the core skills needed to succeed.

If you’ve made it to this page, you are the type of student that

I’d love to work with more.

To reward your commitment, I would like to make you a special

offer. This is not an offer for anyone– it’s only for students who

make it here, to the final pages of this book.

This is an offer for highly determined students who are serious

about their success.

This is for students who are ready to take the next steps on their

journey towards success.
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If you are truly serious about getting better grades, then I’d like

to offer you a special opportunity to improve your grades even

further.

Simply head to the link below to find out more about how you

can work with me…

bit.ly/3gel8OJ
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